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Lie algebra cohomology is an important tool in many branches of mathematics. It is used in the
Topology of homogeneous spaces, Deformation theory, and Extension theory. There exists extensive
theory for calculating the cohomology of semi simple Lie algebras, but more tools are needed for
calculating the cohomology of general Lie algebras. To calculate the cohomology of general Lie
algebras, I used the symbolic software program called Maple. I wrote software to calculate the
cohomology in several different ways. I wrote several programs to calculate the cohomology directly.
This proved to be computationally expensive as the number of differential forms used in each step
of the direct calculation is equal to a binomial expansion. The second method used was the Serre–
Hochschild spectral sequence. The Serre–Hochschild spectral sequence breaks the problem up into
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1. BACKGROUND
Before we start talking about Cohomology there are a few things that I would like to review. To
understand Lie algebra cohomology, it is necessary to know about Lie algebras, dual spaces, wedge
products, and exterior derivatives. This chapter will give a brief background on these topics.
1.1 Forms
The first topic we shall go over is differential forms and the dual space. The objects that we will be
manipulating throughout these calculations will be differential forms.
Definition 1.1.1 (Dual Space): Let V be a vector space with a field F. The dual space V ∗ is the
space of linear functions α : V → F
The dual space of a vector space is also a vector space. If V is a vector space with dimension n then
its dual space V ∗ also has dimension n. Dual vectors are also called 1-forms. The basis for the dual
space we shall be using throughout this paper will be the dual basis.
Definition 1.1.2 (Dual Basis for V ∗): Let {ei} be a basis for V then the dual basis for V ∗, {θi}, is
defined by θi(ek) = δ
i
k
In this thesis we will us a subscript to denote an element of the vector space and superscript to
denote an element of the dual space. The last type of object we need to discuss is the k-form.
Definition 1.1.3 (Differential p-form): A differential p-form is a C∞ skew-symmetric covariant tensor
field of degree p. [1]
2
An example of a p-form is the Faraday tensor used in electromagnetism. The Faraday tensor, Fµν ,
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To further talk about p-forms we must define the ∧ operation.
Definition 1.1.4 (Wedge Product): The symbol ∧ denotes the wedge or exterior product, which is
an anti symmetric product between differential forms. Let ω1 and ω2 be 1-forms. Then the exterior
or wedge product of ω1 and ω2 is the 2-form
(ω1 ∧ ω2)(X,Y ) = 1
2
(ω1(X)ω2(Y )− ω1(Y )ω2(X))
The wedge product of p 1-forms ω1 . . . ωp is given by





Let ω be a u-form and let π be a v-form then ω ∧ π is a (u+v)-form. Now a couple more properties
of wedge products.
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Definition 1.1.5 (Properties of Wedge Product):
• Anti Symmetric:
If α and β are differential k-forms with degrees p,q respectively then α ∧ β = (−1)pqβ ∧ α.
• Associative:
Let α, β, γ be in differential k-forms then
α ∧ (β ∧ γ) = (α ∧ β) ∧ γ
• Bilinear:
let α1, α2, β1, β2 be differential k-forms and c1, c2 ∈ F where F is the field associated with the
exterior algebra. then
(c1α1 + c2α2) ∧ β1 = c1(α1 ∧ β1) + c2(α2 ∧ β1)
α1 ∧ (c1β1 + c2β2) = c1(α1 ∧ β1) + c2(α1 ∧ β1)
1.1.2 Forms revisited
Now that we have covered wedge products, it is time to go over forms again. Let M be a manifold.
The set of all p-forms on a manifold M will be denoted Λp(M). The collection of all forms on M
will be denoted by Λ(M). There are no p-forms when p > d, where d is the dimension of M .
Definition 1.1.6: Basis for p-forms Let M be a manifold with dimension n. A basis for the p-forms
on M in local coordinates is the set
{dxi1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxip | ≤ i1 ≤ i2, . . . ip ≤ n}













linear independent forms in it. So Λ3 has three forms and would be the
4
following:
Λ2 := {ω1 ∧ ω2, ω1 ∧ ω3, ω2 ∧ ω3}
The basis for Λ3 would be:
Λ3 := {ω1 ∧ ω2 ∧ ω3}
There is no 4-forms in this example. That is because 4 is larger than the dimension of M .
1.2 Lie algebra
Definition 1.2.1 (Lie algebra): A Lie algebra is a vector space g over some field F together with a
binary operation [−,−] : g × g → g called a Lie bracket.
A Lie bracket is an operation with the following axioms:
• Linear
[ax+ by, z] = a[x, z] + b[y, z]
• Anti Commutativity
[x, y] = −[y, x]
• Jacobi Identity
[x, [y, z]] + [z, [x, y]] + [y, [z, x]] = 0
Definition 1.2.2 (Structure Equations): Let g be a finite dimensional Lie algebra. It has a basis






The Lie algebra so(3) consists of all skew symmetric 3x3 matrices.
A basis for so(3):
e1 =
0 0 00 0 1
0 −1 0
 , e2 =
 0 0 10 0 0
−1 0 0
 , e3 =
 0 1 0−1 0 0
0 0 0

The Lie bracket between two elements in so(3) is calculated using the matrix commutator: [A,B]=
AB - BA.
5
Calculating the Lie bracket:
[e1, e2] =
0 0 00 0 1
0 −1 0
 0 0 10 0 0
−1 0 0
−
 0 0 10 0 0
−1 0 0
0 0 00 0 1
0 −1 0
 =
 0 0 0−1 0 0
0 0 0
−
0 −1 00 0 0
0 0 0
 =
 0 1 0−1 0 0
0 0 0
 = e3
Structure Equations: [e1, e2] = e3 [e3, e1] = e2 [e2, e3] = e1
Calculating the Lie bracket of two elements of g using the properties of a Lie bracket.
Let
x = 2e1 − e3 , y = 8e2
[x, y] = [2e1 − e3, 8e2] = 2[e1, 8e2]− [e3, 8e2]
= 16[e1, e2]− 8[e3, e2] = 16e3 + 8e1
1.2.1 Lie algebra with coefficients
Definition 1.2.3 (Representation): Let g be a Lie algebra. A representation ρ is a homomorphism
ρ : g → gl(V )
such that the Lie bracket on gl(V ) is the commutator.
Definition 1.2.4 (Lie algebra with coefficients in a representation): Let g be an n dimensional lie al-
gebra with a basis {e1, e2, ...en} and g∗ be the dual space with a dual basis {θ1, θ2, ..., θn}. Now V
is a vector space of dimension m with a basis {x1, x2, ...xm}. Then a form of g with coefficients in
the representation V, ω, is an element of Λk(g∗, V ), ω : g× g× ...× g → V where
ω = Cxaθ
i ∧ θj ∧ ...θk
1.3 Exterior Derivative
An important operation we must study before we can define cohomology is the exterior derivative.
The exterior derivative of p-form is a p+1-form.
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1.3.1 Exterior Derivative in a Lie algebra
Definition 1.3.1 (Exterior Derivative in a Lie algebra): Let g be a finite Lie algebra with a basis




jkei = [ej , ek]. Then if g has a dual basis








Definition 1.3.2 (Exterior Derivative expanded to higher k-forms): The Exterior Derivative can be
expanded to two forms and beyond by using Leibniz rule:
d(θi ∧ θj) = dθi ∧ θj − θi ∧ dθj
and
d(dθ) = 0
One important thing to note is that d : Λp → Λp+1. The second property d(dθ) = 0 is very
important. It means that exterior derivative of the exterior derivative of any k-form is always zero.
This fact will be very important in the next section.
Example
Example Lie algebra Winternitz[5,6]
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
e1 0 0 0 0 0
e2 0 0 0 e1 e3
e3 0 0 0 0 e1
e4 0 −e1 0 0 e2
e5 0 −e3 −e1 −e2 0
Let’s calculate d(θ2)
d(θ2) = − 12 (−θ
5 ∧ θ4 + θ4 ∧ θ5) = −θ4 ∧ θ5
d(θ1) = −θ2 ∧ θ4 − θ3 ∧ θ5 d(θ3) = −θ2 ∧ θ5




There are two very important types of forms that need to be understood before we can define the
cohomology. These two types of forms are defined by their relationship to the exterior derivative.
The first one is the closed form.
Definition 1.3.3 (Closed Form): A closed form ω is a form such that dω = 0. The closed forms are
the kernel of the exterior derivative.
Example
Example Lie algebra Winternitz[5,6]
d(θ1) = −θ2 ∧ θ4 − θ3 ∧ θ5 d(θ3) = −θ2 ∧ θ5
d(θ2) = −θ4 ∧ θ5 d(θ4) = 0
d(θ5) = 0
The Closed Forms
d(θ5) = 0 d(θ4) = 0
Example of a closed 2-form (θ2 ∧ θ5)
d(θ2 ∧ θ5) = d(θ2) ∧ θ5 − θ2 ∧ d(θ5)
= −θ4 ∧ θ5 ∧ θ5 − θ4 ∧ (0) = 0
1.3.3 Exact Forms
Definition 1.3.4 (Exact Form): A form, ω, is said to be exact if there exists an α ∈ g∗ such that




d(θ1) = −θ2 ∧ θ4 − θ3 ∧ θ5 d(θ3) = −θ2 ∧ θ5
d(θ2) = −θ4 ∧ θ5 d(θ4) = 0
d(θ5) = 0
d(θ1) = −θ2 ∧ θ4 − θ3 ∧ θ5 d(θ3) = −θ2 ∧ θ5
d(θ2) = −θ4 ∧ θ5
Note because d(dω) = 0, all exact forms are closed.
1.4 Quotient Vector Space
1.4.1 Definition of a Quotient Vector Space
The last thing we need to define before we can define the cohomology is a quotient vector space.
Definition 1.4.1 (Quotient Vector Space): Let V be a vector space. Let W be a subspace of V . The
quotient vector space V/W is the set of equivalent classes [v] where v1 ∼= v2 if v1 − v2 ∈W .
Two elements of V are congruent if their difference is in W .
Example
Let V be the vector space with basis {x1, x2, x3} Let W be a subspace with basis {x2}. Then
V/W = {[x1], [x3]}
Furthermore
x1 + 3x2 ∼= x1 − 2x2
because
x1 + 3x2 − (x1 − 2x2) = 5x2 ∈W
.
2. COHOMOLOGY
2.1 Lie algebra cohomology
Now we are ready to define what the cohomology of a Lie algebra is. Essentially the cohomology of
a Lie algebra is the closed forms modulo the exact forms.
Definition 2.1.1 (Cohomology of a Lie algebra): Let g be a Lie algebra. The Cohomology Hp is
Hp =
{ω ∈ Λp(g∗)|d(ω) = 0}
{ω ∈ Λp(g∗)|ω = d(ν)}
2.2 Calculating the Lie algebra cohomology
Now let g be a Lie algebra. To calculate the cohomology of a g , we will start with the first link in
the cochain complex. With a general Lie algebra that would be the 1-forms. Because zero forms are
constants, there are no exact one forms in a general Lie algebra. When working with a Lie algebra
with coefficients in a representation there are nontrivial zero forms so the chain would start with the
zero forms instead of 1-forms. In either case, in the first link of the chain there are no exact forms
so we can then just solve for the basis of closed forms. With the absence of exact forms, the closed
forms will form the cohomology of the 1-forms. The cohomology space of 1-forms will be denoted
by H in the following diagram.
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Now that we have calculated the cohomology of the 1-forms, the next step would be to calculate
the cohomology of the 2-forms. To do this we would find the complementary basis to H in ω1. The
complementary basis to all the closed forms will be denoted by W.
11
Now the exterior derivatives of the elements of W will form a basis for exact forms in ω2. This
space of exact forms will be denoted by B.
From there we can calculate the complement of B in ω2. This space will be called C.
Next we will calculate the closed forms in C. Because there were no exact forms in C, this will
be H, the cohomology of ω2.
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Now that we have calculated the cohomology of ω2, the next step would be to continue the process
and calculate the cohomology of ω3. To do this, we will find complementary basis of the combined H
and B in ω2. This will give us a basis for all the non-closed forms in ω2. Using this complementary
space, W, we can then find a basis for the exact forms in ω3 and the process starts over again.
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2.3 Example 1
In this example we will use the Lie algebra defined by the following multiplication table.
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
e1 0 0 0 0 0
e2 0 0 0 0 e1
e3 0 0 0 e1 e2
e4 0 0 −e1 0 0
e5 0 −e1 −e2 0 0
The next table shows the exterior derivatives of the basis elements of the Lie algebra. This will
be used to calculate the closed and exact forms.
d(θ1) = −θ2 ∧ θ5 − θ3 ∧ θ4 d(θ2) = −θ3 ∧ θ5
d(θ3) = 0 d(θ4) = 0
d(θ5) = 0
The closed forms is the kernal of the exact forms. So using the above table we can write a trans-
formation matrix. The rows signify 2-forms. The columns are the 1-forms. The null space of this
matrix will be the basis for closed forms.

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
























This means that the basis for our closed form is {θ3, θ4, θ5}. Now because there are no exact
1-forms in this example, the set {θ3, θ4, θ5} is H, the cohomology of the 1-forms. Now by taking the
complementary basis for H in ω1 we will get a basis for W, the space of nonclosed forms in ω1. The
exterior derivatives the basis of W will give us a basis for the exact forms in ω2. The complementary
basis through inspection is clearly {θ1, θ2}.
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Now that we have W, we can find the basis for the B, the space of exact forms, in ω2. The exterior
derivative of the basis elements of W will give us a basis for B. The exterior derivatives of {θ1, θ2}
is {−θ2 ∧ θ5 − θ3 ∧ θ4,−θ3 ∧ θ5}. Now that we have a basis for B, we will find the complementary
basis of B in ω2. This is the space denoted by C.
C = {θ1 ∧ θ2, θ1 ∧ θ3, θ1 ∧ θ4, θ1 ∧ θ5, θ2 ∧ θ3, θ2 ∧ θ4, θ2 ∧ θ5, θ4 ∧ θ5}
Now there are no exact forms in C. Everything is either closed or part of complementary space
W. To find the basis of closed forms in C we will take the exterior derivative of C and find the null
space. The matrix associated with this is :

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 1 0 0















































Now these vectors are using C as the basis elements not ω2. So the closed forms in C are
{θ4 ∧ θ5, θ2 ∧ θ5, θ2 ∧ θ4 + θ1 ∧ θ5, θ2 ∧ θ3}
Because there are no exact forms in C, this list of closed forms is H, the cohomology. Next lets
find the cohomology of ω3. To do this we want to find W in ω2, the complementary space. To do
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this we would calculate the complementary basis of H in C.
W = {θ1 ∧ θ2, θ1 ∧ θ3, θ1 ∧ θ4, θ1 ∧ θ5}
The exterior derivative of this is :
d(W ) = B = {θ1 ∧ θ3 ∧ θ5 − θ2 ∧ θ3 ∧ θ4, θ2 ∧ θ3 ∧ θ5, θ2 ∧ θ4 ∧ θ5,−θ3 ∧ θ4 ∧ θ5}
Now that we have B we can start the algorithm over again for ω3. We will calculate the comple-
mentary basis for B in ω3 which will give us the closed forms and complementary space.
This space C is
C = {θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ3, θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ4, θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ5, θ1 ∧ θ3 ∧ θ4, θ1 ∧ θ3 ∧ θ5, θ1 ∧ θ4 ∧ θ5}
Now taking the exterior derivative again and changing that into a matrix gives:

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 −1 0 0



































This means the cohomology of ω3 is :
H = {θ1 ∧ θ4 ∧ θ5, θ1 ∧ θ3 ∧ θ5,−θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ5 + θ1 ∧ θ3 ∧ θ4, θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ3}
Now the last step would be to find the cohomology of ω4.To do this we will find the complementary
space,W, in ω3. This will be the complementary basis of H in C.
W = {θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ4, θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ5}
Taking the exterior derivative of W will give us a basis for B in ω4.
d(W ) = B = {−θ1 ∧ θ3 ∧ θ4 ∧ θ5,−θ2 ∧ θ3 ∧ θ4 ∧ θ5}
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The complementary basis of B in ω4 is C.
C = {θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ3 ∧ θ4, θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ3 ∧ θ5, θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ4 ∧ θ5}
The exterior derivative of all these forms is zero. So all of them are closed. Thus the cohomology
of ω4 is
H = {θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ3 ∧ θ4, θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ3 ∧ θ5, θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ4 ∧ θ5}
This ends the process. There is no closed or exact 5-forms in this example because the basis for
the Lie algebra was 5. Putting all of the cohomology classes together gives the total cohomology of
this Lie algebra which is:
H = {{θ3, θ4, θ5}, {θ4 ∧ θ5, θ2 ∧ θ5, θ2 ∧ θ4 + θ1 ∧ θ5, θ2 ∧ θ3},
{θ1∧θ4∧θ5, θ1∧θ3∧θ5,−θ1∧θ2∧θ5+θ1∧θ3∧θ4, θ1∧θ2∧θ3}, {θ1∧θ2∧θ3∧θ4, θ1∧θ2∧θ3∧θ5, θ1∧θ2∧θ4∧θ5}}
3. SERRE-HOCHSHILD SPECTRAL SEQUENCE
3.1 Spectral Sequence
Let g be a Lie algebra, h a sub-algebra, and A a module over g. Then there exists a spectral sequence
{Ep,qr , dp,qr : Ep,qr → Ep+r,q−r+1}
with the following properties
i) Ep,q1 = H
q(h;Hom(Λp(g/h),A))
ii) Ep,02 = H
p(g, h;A)
iii) if g is an ideal, then Ep,q2 = H
p(g/h;Hq(h;A))
iv) the term E∞ is adjoint to H
∗(g;A); and the natural homomorphisms Hq(g;A) → Hq(hA) ,
Hp(g, h;A)→ Hp(g;A) can be represented as the compositions:




Hp(g, h; A) = Ep,02 → Ep,0∞ → Hp(g; A)
[2]
This spectral sequence is called the Serre Hochschild spectral sequence. From property iv we can
see that the sequence converges to the cohomology of the Lie algebra. We will use this sequence as
an alternate method to calculate the cohomology.
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3.1.1 Page
Each step in the Serre Hochschild spectral sequence is called a page. The rth page in the sequence
is denoted by Er−1. This is because the pages start at 0 and not 1. The collection of all {Ep,qr , dp,qr :
Ep,qr → Ep+r,q−r+1} for a specific r is Er. So each page is not just a collection of squares, but all
the chains and pairings of forms that are created by the differential on that page.
3.1.2 Square
A page is made up of squares. Each square has a (p, q) coordinate. It is denoted by Ep,qr . The type
of forms that are in each form comes from the filtration process. The degree of the forms in the
square is p + q. The only forms that are in each square are forms that were closed in the previous
page and not exact.
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3.1.3 Page table
Each page is represented by a grid. The (p,q) pair determines the placement of the square on the
grid. The p is the x coordinate. The q is the y coordinate. The bottom left corner is always (0,0).
Square placement
3.2 dr
The differential dr is
dr = Π
p+r,q−r+1 ◦ d
dr is just the part of the exterior derivative of a form that projects into a specific square depending












So d0 is only the part of the exterior derivative that is projected into the square above.
3.2.2 d1






So d1 is the part of the exterior derivative that is projecting into the square to the right.
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3.2.3 Chain
One important concept related to the sequence and the differential is the concept of chains. First
we must define what it means for a form to be exact and closed on the page.
Definition 3.2.1 (Closed form on the page): Let α ∈ Λp+q and α ∈ Ep,qr . Now α is said to be closed
on page r is dr(α) = 0
This definition is recursive. A form is only on page r if it was closed on page r−1. Which means
that dr−1(α) = 0 as well and so forth.
Definition 3.2.2 (Exact form on the page): Let α ∈ Λp+q and α ∈ Ep,qr . Now α is said to be exact if
there exists a β ∈ Λp+q−1 and β ∈ Ep−r,q+r−1 such that dr(β) = α.
There are times when the dr of a form projects into a square but it does not equal zero, but a
form that is not on the page. In this case we will create a chain. This chain will cause the form to
be closed on the current page.
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Chain Example
Let α ∈ E0,21 . Let µ ∈ E
1,2
0 and β ∈ E
1,1
0 . Let d0(β) = µ. Now this means that β is not closed and µ
is exact. Thus neither will be on page 1. Now let d1(α) = µ. Now µ is not on the 1st page because
it was exact on page 0. So
d1(α) = µ = d0(β)
So we will create a chain using beta.
d1(α)− d0(β) = 0
So the chain will be
[α] = α− β
Now [α] is a closed form on page 1. To find the differential of a chain first you take the exterior




Let dr(β) = nµ and dr+1(α) = mµ where n,m ∈ R. Then α will be turned into a chain.





















3.3 Calculating the Serre Hochschild spectral sequence
3.3.1 Setup
Let g be an algebra with h a sub-algebra. Then g can be decomposed into
g = m⊕ h
where m is a complement. This sum is not a lie algebra direct sum but a vector space direct sum.
Now let xi be the basis of h and let ya be the basis of m. And let α
i be the dual to xi and β
a be
the dual to ya. Now because h is a sub algebra the lie bracket [xn, xm] ∈ x. now dβ can be written
as a α ∧ α term, a α ∧ β term, and β ∧ β term.
dβ = aα ∧ α+ bα ∧ β + cβ ∧ β
Now if you were to hook dβ with two x’s terms you would get
dβ(x, x) = a
Now β[x, x] = 0 so a=0. Which means
dβ = bα ∧ β + cβ ∧ β
and so the structure equations are of the form
dβ = α ∧ β + β ∧ β
3.3.2 Filtration
To create the filtration we will first create the Λ’s defined in the previous chapter. It will be done
using the new α and β notation. To save space we will start using an implied wedge notation. That
means
α ∧ β = αβ
and when not using specific forms
α ∧ α = α2
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When using specific forms of the same type
α1 ∧ α2 = α12
α1 ∧ β1 ∧ β3 = α1β13
So now back to defining Λ.
Λ1 = {α, β}
Λ2 = {α2, αβ, β2}
Λ3 = {α3, α2β, αβ2, β3}
Λ4 = {α4, α3β, α2β2, αβ3, β4}
Now the definition of the filtration is:
F pΛp+q = {ω ∈ Ωp+q|ω(x1....xqyq+1...yp+q) = 0}
β is the annihilator of x. So β hook x = 0. So if ω has q or less α’s then ω(x1....xqyq+1...yp+q) = 0
because one of the x’s must hook up with a β.
The filtration:
F 0Λ1 = {α, β}
F 1Λ1 = {β}
F 2Λ1 = {0}
F 0Λ2 = {α2, αβ, β2}
F 1Λ2 = {αβ, β2}
F 2Λ2 = {β2}
F 0Λ3 = {α3, α2β, αβ2, β3}
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F 1Λ3 = {α2β, αβ2, β3}
F 2Λ3 = {αβ2, β3}
F 3Λ3 = {β3}
These subspaces reflect the fact all you know is β.
You start with h and you take it’s annihilators and you get the β’s. You cannot count the α’s nor
can you talk about the αn! As a vector space all you can do is talk about the quotients
3.3.3 Creating the squares from the filtration
We will now use the filtration to figure out what forms are in each square of Page 0. The squares














Now that we have shown how the filtration works and how to create the squares all that is left
is to calculate the sequence.
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3.4 Example 1
Now we are ready to solve our first example using the spectral sequence.
3.4.1 Lie Algebra
First we will define a Lie algebra by its Multiplication table.
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
e1 0 0 0 0 e1
e2 0 0 e1 0 0
e3 0 −e1 0 0 e2 + e4
e4 0 0 0 0 e1 + e4
e5 −e1 −e2 − e4 0 −e1 − e4 0
Next we will calculate the total exterior differential of the one forms. This will be useful in calculating
the differentials on each page.
d(θ1) = −θ1θ5 + θ2θ3 − θ4θ5 d(θ3) = 0




Now that we’ve defined our Lie algebra, the next step it to pick a subalgebra. One clear subalgebra
would be e1 and e2. This would make e3, e4, and e5 the complementary space. To denote this we
will replace the subalgebra with x’s and the complementary space with y’s. The new multiplication
table is as follows:
x1 x2 y1 y2 y3
x1 0 0 0 0 x1
x2 0 0 x1 0 0
y1 0 −x1 0 0 x2 + y2
y2 0 0 0 0 x1 + y2
y3 −x1 −x2 − y2 0 −x1 − y2 0
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Furthermore we will use alpha to denote the dual to the subalgebra and beta for the dual of the
complementary space. This would make the new table of differentials as follows:
d(α1) = −α1β3 + α2β1 − β2β3 d(β1) = 0
d(α2) = −α2β3 d(β2) = −α2β3 − β2β3
d(β3) = 0
The filtration
Now that we have identified the subalgebra and the complementary space we can make the filtration.
F 0Λ1 = {α1, α2, β1, β2, β3}
F 1Λ1 = {β1, β2, β3}
F 2Λ1 = {0}
F 0Λ2 = {α12, α1β1, α1β2, α1β3, α2β1, α2β2, α2β3, β12, β13, β23}
F 1Λ2 = {α1β1, α1β2, α1β3, α2β1, α2β2, α2β3, β12, β13, β23}
F 2Λ2 = {β12, β13, β23}
F 1Λ3 = {α12β1, α12β2, α12β3, α1β12, α1β13, α1β23, α2β12, α2β13, α2β23, β123}
F 2Λ3 = {α1β12, α1β13, α1β23, α2β12, α2β13, α2β23, β123}
F 3Λ3 = {β123}
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F 2Λ4 = {α1β123, α2β123, α12β12, α12β13, α12β23}
F 3Λ4 = {α1β123, α2β123}
F 3Λ5 = {α12β123}
Calculating the squares
Now we are ready to set up the squares. Using Epq = F
pΛp+q
















{α12, α1β1, α1β2, α1β3, α2β1, α2β2, α2β3, β12, β13, β23}













{α1β1, α1β2, α1β3, α2β1, α2β2, α2β3, β12, β13, β23}
{β12, β13, β23}





{α12β1, α12β2, α12β3, α1β12, α1β13, α1β23, α2β12, α2β13, α2β23, β123}
{α1β12, α1β13, α1β23, α2β12, α2β13, α2β23, β123}












{α1β12, α1β13, α1β23, α2β12, α2β13, α2β23, β123}
{β123}






{α1β123, α2β123, α12β12, α12β13, α12β23}
{α1β123, α2β123}






















Setting up the page
Now that we have calculated the squares we can start calculating the sequence. To make things
easier to visualize we will use a grid. Each spot on the grid will be give a coordinate as if it was a
typical Cartesian x-y plot. So the bottom left square would be the (0, 0) position. The Ex,y square
will go into the (x, y) position. Using this idea we can set up the grid as such below. Notice that the
number of α’s correspond to the y-coordinate and the number of β’s correspond the x-coordinate.
This was done on purpose and will make it easier to jump straight to this step without have to figure
















































































































































































































































The next step is to calculate the first page. The first page of the spectral sequence book will always
be page 0. To calculate this we will us the E0 differential, d0. Now remember the general equation










Now to calculate d0 for each form lets first look at table of differential for each 1-form again:
d(α1) = −α1β3 + α2β1 − β2β3 d(β1) = 0
d(α2) = −α2β3 d(β2) = −α2β3 − β2β3
d(β3) = 0
Now let’s use the above table to calculate the differential for all the forms.
d(α12) = 2α12β3 − α2β23 d(α12β1) = −2α12β13 − α2β123 d(α12β12) = 3α12β123 d(α12β123) = 0
d(α12)β2) = −3α12β23 d(α12β13) = 0
d(α12β3) = 0 d(α12β23) = 0
d(α1) = −α1β3 + α2β1 − β2β3 d(α1β1) = α1β13 − β123 d(α1β12) = α12β13 − 2α1β123 d(α1β123) = 0
d(α2) = −α2β3 d(α1β2) = α12β3 + 2α1β23 + α2β12 d(α1β13) = 0 d(α2β123) = 0
d(α1β3) = α2β13 d(α1β23) = α2β123
d(α2β1) = α2β13 d(α2β12) = −2α2β123
d(α2β2) = 2α2β23 d(α2β13) = 0
d(α2β3) = 0 d(α2β23) = 0
d(β1) = 0 d(β12) = −α2β13 + β123 d(β123) = 0
d(β2) = −α2β3 − β2β3 d(β13) = 0
d(β3) = 0 d(β23) = 0




0 and do = Π
p,q+1◦d, we can
see that d0 will be part of the d that has been truncated to only include the portion in the square that
the differential is being projected onto. Now d0(x) projects onto the square above x
′s square so it will
only include forms that are in the square above. For example α1β2 is in the E
1,1 square so d0(α1β2)
would include only forms that are in the E1,2 square. Now since d(α1β2) = α12β3 + 2α1β23 +α2β12
so d0(α1β) = α12β3. α2 is in E
0,1 so d0 would project it to E
0,2. Since d(α2) = −α2β3 that means
d0(α2) = 0. Below is the table for all of d0. Only the nonzero d0 is listed.
d0(α1β2) = α12β3 d0(α1β12) = α12β13
d0(β2) = −α2β3 d0(β12) = −α2β13
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If a form x has a derivative ,y, on that page, both the form and it’s derivative are paired up
and cancel each other out. x has ”killed” y. So in this example d0(β2) = −α2β3 which means β2
and −α2β3 are paired up and β2 killed α2β3. This relationship will be denoted by an arrow on the
grid. This processes is eliminating the exact forms and the complementary space from the sequence.
Below is the complete page 0 including the paired forms that cancel each other out. These canceled






















































































































































































































































































d0(α1β2) = −α12β3 d0(α1β12) = α12β13
d0(β2) = −α2β3 d0(β12) = −α2β13
3.4.4 E1
The next step in the sequence is calculating the E1 page. Forms that were paired up on the last
page are no longer part of the sequence. One the grid we will denote forms that have already been

























































































































































































































































So we are look at the projection of d into the square to the right this time. Now let’s look at the
differential table for the remaining forms to calculate d1.
d(α12) = 2α12β3 − α2β23 d(α12β1) = −2α12β13 − α2β123 d(α12β12) = 3α12β123 d(α12β123) = 0
d(α12)β2) = −3α12β23 d(α12β23) = 0
d(α1) = −α1β3 + α2β1 − β2β3 d(α1β1) = α1β13 − β123 d(α1β13) = 0 d(α1β123) = 0
d(α2) = −α2β3 d(α1β3) = α2β13 d(α1β23) = α2β123 d(α2β123) = 0
d(α2β1) = α2β13 d(α2β12) = −2α2β123
d(α2β2) = 2α2β23 d(α2β23) = 0
d(β1) = 0 d(β13) = 0 d(β123) = 0
d(β3) = 0 d(β23) = 0
So taking the differentials from the above table and taking only the parts that project in to the
square to right we get this table:
d̂(α12) = 2α12β3 d̂(α12β1) = −2α12β13 d̂(α12β12) = 2α12β123
d̂(α12β2) = −3α12β23
d̂(α1) = −α1β3 + α2β1 d̂(α1β1) = α1β13 d̂(α2β12) = α2β123
d̂(α2) = −α2β3 d̂(α2β2) = α2β23 d̂(α1β23) = −2α2β123
d̂(α1β3) = 2α2β13
d̂(α2β1) = 2α2β13
Now there are a couple of issues with the above table that need to be addressed before we can finish
calculating the page. The first issue we have is that several forms are projecting onto forms that are
no longer on the page. For instance
d̂(α12) = 2α12β3
Now if we recall
α12β3 = d0(α1β2)
So
d̂(α12) = 2α12β3 = 2 ∗ d0(α1β2)
Whenever a dr(x) hits something that is no longer on the page it forms a chain. So in this example
α12 is going to form a chain with α1β2. Since
d̂(α12) = 2α12β3 = 2 ∗ d0(α1β2)
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we will chain α1β2 to α12 so that the derivative is zero. We will signify a chain in our charts with a
[].
[α12]1 = α12 − 2α12β3
d̂([α12]1) = 0.
This also means from now on instead of α12 we now have a chain [α12]1. When you take the
derivative of the form you are taking the derivative of the whole chain. So it is essentially
d([α12]1) = d(α12 − 2α1β12)
The next two issues are different but require the same solution. We have forms that’s differential
is going into the proper square but the form isn’t explicitly in our grid. An example of this is
d̂(α1) = −α1β3 + α2β1
The other issue is we have forms whose differential are the same. Such as
d̂(α1β3) = α2β13
d̂(α2β1) = α2β13
These problems can be easily rectified if you recall that each square is a subspace. The forms
displayed in each square just form a basis, but the basis is not unique. Essentially what is happening
is we are calculating the cohomology from square a into square b. So what we need to do is calculate
a basis for the complementary space, exact space, and cohomology space in each square with respect
to that page’s differential. In more complicated examples we would use an algorithm similar to the
one described by the cohomology example to find the basis of those three spaces. This problem is
simple enough that we can do it by inspection. To fix both problems we will just change the basis
in the E1,1 square. Let
γ1 = −α1β3 + α2β1




d̂(γ2) = 2α2β13 = −2 ∗ d0(α2β13) = 0
Now with these in mind we can finish the d1 table:
d1(α12) = 2α12β3 = 2d0(α1β2) = 0 d1(α12β1) = −2α12β13 = 2d0(α1β12) = 0 d1(α12β12) = 2α12β123
d1(α12β2) = −3α12β23
d1(α1) = γ1 d1(α1β1) = α1β13 d1(α2β12) = α2β123
d1(α2) = −α2β3 = d0(β2) = 0 d1(α2β2) = α2β23 d1(α1β23) = −2α2β123
d1(γ2) = 2α2β13 = −2d0(α2β13) = 0











































































































































































































































































d1(α12) = 2α12β3 = 2d0(α1β2) = 0 d1(α12β1) = −2α12β13 = 2d0(α1β12) = 0 d1(α12β12) = 2α12β123
d1(α12β2) = −3α12β23
d1(α1) = γ1 d1(α1β1) = α1β13 d1(α2β12) = α2β123
d1(α2) = −α2β3 = d0(β2) = 0 d1(α2β2) = α2β23 d1(α1β23) = −2α2β123
d1(γ2) = 2α2β13 = −2d0(α2β13) = 0
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3.4.5 E2
Now before we start calculating page 2 note that several chains were created in E1. We need to
keep track of these chains. If we forget that these forms are chains we risk not getting the complete
answer.
Chain table
[α2]1 = α2 − β2 [α12]1 = α12 − 2α1β2
[α12β1]1 = α12β1 + 2α1β12 [γ2]1 = α1β3 + α2β1 + 2β12












































































































































































































































Now lets calculate the E2 differential. First lets calculate the differential of all the remaining
forms and chains.
d([α12]1) = −4α1β23 − 2α2β12 − α2β23 d([α12β1]1) = −4α1β123 − α2β123
d([α2]1) = β23 d([γ2]1) = 2β123 d(α2β12) = −2α2β123 d(α1β123) = 0
d(β1) = 0 d(β13) = 0 d(β123) = 0
d(β3) = 0 d(β23) = 0










So d2 is projecting to a square one down and two to the right of the original square. Using this
knowledge we can calculate d2.
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d2 table
d2([α12]1) = −4α1β23 − 2α2β12 − α2β23 d2([α12β1]1) = −4α1β123 − α2β123
d2([α2]1) = β23 d2([γ2]1) = 2β123





















































































































































































































































[α2]1 = α2 − β2 [α12]1 = α12 − 2α1β2
[α12β1]1 = α12β1 + 2α1β12 [γ2]1 = α1β3 + α2β1 + 2β12
3.4.6 E3
Now we are ready to calculate the E3 page. This page only has three forms left. Let’s calculate the
differential of each of the three remaining forms.
d(β1) = 0 d(β13) = 0
d(β3) = 0
Now since each of these forms have a differential of zero their E3 page differential will also be the




































































































































































































































d3(β1) = 0 d3(β13) = 0
d3(β3) = 0
Now the table has converged. Because all of the remaining forms have a differential of zero we know
that each consequent page’s differential will be the same. So the remaining forms are the cohomology





This next example will show that sometimes chains end up as part of the cohomology.
3.5.1 Lie algebra
We will let the following tables define our Lie algebra. We will let x denote our sub-algebra and y
denote our complementary space. α is the dual to the sub-algebra β is the dual to the complementary
space.
Multiplication table
x1 x2 y1 y2 y3
x1 0 0 0 0 0
x2 0 0 0 x1 y1
y1 0 0 0 0 x1
y2 0 −x1 0 0 x2
y3 0 −y1 −x1 −x2 0
Structure Equations
d(α1) = −α2β2 − β13 d(β1) = −α2β3
d(α2) = −β23 d(β2) = 0
d(β3) = 0
3.5.2 E0
Now lets set up the first page. This time we are going to skip the filtration. When you go through
all of those steps you will always end up with the same type of construction. The x coordinate for
the square will tell you how many β’s, complementary space dual, are in each form in the square
and the y coordinate will tell you how many α’s, sub-algebra dual, are in each form in the square.















































































































































































































































By using the structure equations we can calculate the differential table for all forms.
Differential table
d(α12) = α1β23 − α2β13 d(α12β1) = α1β123 d(α12β12) = 0 d(α12β123) = 0
d(α12β2) = α2β123 d(α12β13) = 0
d(α12β3) = 0 d(α12β23) = 0
d(α1) = −α2β2 − β13 d(α1β1) = α12β3 + α2β12 d(α1β12) = −α12β23 d(α1β123) = 0
d(α2) = −β23 d(α1β2) = β123 d(α1β13) = α2β123 d(α2β123) = 0
d(α1β3) = −α2β23 d(α1β23) = 0
d(α2β1) = −β123 d(α2β12) = 0
d(α2β2) = 0 d(α2β13) = 0
d(α2β3) = 0 d(α2β23) = 0
d(β1) = −α2β3 d(β12) = α2β23 d(β123) = 0
d(β2) = 0 d(β13) = 0
d(β3) = 0 d(β23) = 0
From this we can calculate d0. d0 is the part of the differential that is projected into the square
above. Now using the same process as the previous example we get:
d0 table
d0(α1β1) = α12β3 d0(α1β12) = −α12β23
d0(β1) = −α2β3 d0(β12) = α2β23



































































































































































































































































































Now we are going to calculate the E1 page. This is where our first chains will start appearing. First














































































































































































































































Now let’s calculate the d1 differential. The d1 differential is the part of the differential that
is projected into the square to the right. So we’ll take the differentials from the table below and
calculate d1.
d(α12) = α1β23 − α2β13 d(α12β1) = α1β123 d(α12β12) = 0 d(α12β123) = 0
d(α12β2) = α2β123 d(α12β13) = 0
d(α1) = −α2β2 − β13 d(α1β2) = β123 d(α1β13) = α2β123 d(α1β123) = 0
d(α2) = −β23 d(α1β3) = −α2β23 d(α1β23) = 0 d(α2β123) = 0
d(α2β1) = −β123 d(α2β12) = 0
d(α2β2) = 0 d(α2β13) = 0
d(β2) = 0 d(β13) = 0 d(β123) = 0
d(β3) = 0 d(β23) = 0
The d1 is as follows. If you notice we are creating one chain on this page. α1β3 is creating a chain
with β12.
d1(α1) = −α2β2 d1(α1β13) = α2β123 d1(α1β3) = −α2β23 = −d0(β12)





















































































































































































































































d1(α1) = −α2β2 d1(α1β13) = α2β123 d1(α1β3) = −α2β23 = −d0(β12)
3.5.4 E2














































































































































































































































Now let’s calculate the differential of the remaining forms and chains.
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Differential table
d(α12) = α1β23 − α2β13 d(α12β1) = α1β123 d(α12β12) = 0 d(α12β123) = 0
d(α12β2) = α2β123 d(α12β13) = 0
d(α2) = −β23 d(α1β2) = β123 d(α1β23) = 0 d(α1β123) = 0
d([α1β3]1) = 0 d(α2β12) = 0
d(α2β1) = −β123 d(α2β13) = 0
d(β2) = 0 d(β13) = 0 d(β123) = 0
d(β3) = 0 d(β23) = 0
Chain table
[α1β3]1 = α1β3 + β12
From here we can calculate d2.
d2(α12) = α1β23 − α2β13 d2(α12β1) = α1β123
d2(α12β2) = α2β123
d2(α2) = −β23 d2(α1β2) = β123
d2(α2β1) = −β123
From this table it is clear that we need to change the basis. α1β2 and α2β1 are projecting onto
the same form. To fix this we need to change the basis in E1,12 . Furthermore d2(α12) = α1β23−α2β13
and so we need to change the basis in square E2,12 .
First lets deal with α12 and the E
2,1
2 square. If we notice both α1β23 and α2β13 are both in the
square. So we can combine them to create a new basis. Let
γ1 = α1β23 − α2β13
and
γ2 = α1β23 + α2β13
So now
d2(α12) = γ1
Next lets deal with two forms projecting onto the same form. Let
γ3 = α1β2 − α2β1
and





The d2 table now looks like the following:
d2 table
d2(α12) = γ1 d2(α12β1) = α1β123
d2(α12β2) = α2β123 = d1(α1β13)























































































































































































































































Chain and change of basis table
[α1β3]1 = α1β3 + β12
γ1 = α1β23 − α2β13
γ2 = α1β23 + α2β13
γ3 = α1β2 − α2β1
γ4 = α1β2 + α2β1
3.5.5 E3
This will be the last page. The only forms that will have a differential still on the page are in square







Now the q values range from 0 to 2. The only non negative y coordinate possible is when q=2.
Now the p values range from 0 to 3. The x coordinates range from 0 to 3. The only possible p
value that would give an x coordinate less than or equal 3 is p=0. So only E0,23 has differentials on
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the page. The rest of the squares do not. It is clear to see any subsequent pages will not have any















































































































































































































































Chain and change of basis table
[α1β3]1 = α1β3 + β12
[α12β2]2 = α12β2 − α1β13
γ2 = α1β23 + α2β13
γ4 = α1β2 + α2β1
Cohomology
β2, β3 α1β2 + α2β1, α1β3 + β12, β13 α12β2 − α1β13, α2β12, α1β23 + α2β13 α12β12, α12β13 α12β123
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3.6 Example 3
In this example we will look at a Lie algebra with coefficients in a representation.
3.6.1 Lie algebra
Let V be a vector space with basis {x1, x2}. Let g be a Lie algebra with coefficients in the repre-
sentation V . Let {z1, z2} denote the sub-algebra in g that will be used to make the sequence. {y1}
will be the complementary space. α will be the dual of the sub-algebra and β will be the dual of




z1 0 z2 0
z2 −z2 0 z2
y1 0 −z2 0
Structure Equations
d(x1) = x1α1 d(x2) = x1α2 + x2β1
d(α1) = 0 d(α2) = −α12 − α2β1
d(β1) = 0
3.6.2 E0
Setting up the first page is the same as the previous examples. The only difference is in the E0,0

















































































































































Next let’s calculate the differential table for all of the forms.
Differential Table
d(x1α12) = x1α12β1 d(x1α12β1) = 0
d(x2α12) = 2x2α12β1 d(x2α12β1) = 0
d(x1α1) = 0 d(x1α1β1) = 0
d(x1α2) = −x1α2β1 d(x1α2β1) = 0
d(x2α1) = −x1α12 − x2α1β1 d(x2α1β1) = −x1α12β1
d(x2α2) = −x2α12 − 2x2α2β1 d(x2α2β1) = −x2α12β1
d(x1) = x1α1 d(x1β1) = x1α1β1
d(x2) = x1α2 + x2β1 d(x2β1) = x1α2β1
From here we can calculate d0. That is the part of d that is projected into the square above.
d0 Table
d0(x2α2) = −x2α12 d0(x2α2β1) = −x2α12β1
d0(x2α1) = −x1α12 d0(x2α1β1) = −x1α12β1
d0(x1) = x1α1 d0(x1β1) = x1α1β1
d0(x2) = x1α2 d0(x2β1) = x1α2β1

























































































































































































































































































































































































There are no forms that survived the E0 page. So the sequence has converged. Some sequences




In this example we will be doing a more complicated sequence of a Lie algebra with coefficients in
a representation. We will also be checking our answer against maple and showing that they are
equivalent.
3.7.1 Lie algebra
Let V be a vector space with basis {x1, x2, x3}. Let g be a Lie algebra with coefficients in V . Now
let {z1, z2} be the basis for the sub-algebra in g that we will make this sequence with. Let {y1, y2}
form the complementary space. α will be the dual of the sub-algebra. β will be the dual of the
complementary space. The following multiplication table and Lie coefficients table will describe how
the forms and coefficients interact.
Multiplication Table
z1 z2 y1 y2
z1 0 0 −z1 −z2
z2 0 0 −z2 0
y1 z1 z2 0 z1
y2 z2 0 −z1 0
Lie Coefficients Table
x1 x2 x3
z1 0 −x1 0
z2 0 x3 0
y1 x1 0 x3
y2 −x3 −x1 0
3.7.2 Calculating the exterior differential in a Lie algebra with coefficients in a representation
While we have calculated the exterior derivative of forms in a Lie algebra many times already in this
thesis we have yet to talk about how the coefficients affect the exterior derivative. The coefficients
don’t actually change how we calculate the exterior derivative much. The exterior derivative follows
Leibniz’s rule. So if x is a coefficient and α is a form then
d(xα) = d(x) ∧ α− xd ∧ (α)
Since we already know how to calculate d(α) using the multiplication table for the Lie algebra, the
only question is how to calculate d(x). To calculate d(x) we will use the Lie coefficients table.
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x1 x2 x3
z1 0 −x1 0
z2 0 x3 0
y1 x1 0 x3
y2 −x3 −x1 0
To find the exterior derivative of each coefficient we need only look at the columns of this table.
Let x be a coefficient in this example. Then
d(x) = aα1 + bα2 + cβ1 + dβ2
where a,b,c,d are each some linear combination of coefficients. Now a,b,c,d are given explicitly in
the table. The row with z1, the dual to α1, gives the coefficient to the α1 term. The row with y2,
the dual to β2, gives the coefficient to the β2 term and so forth. So using this
d(x1) = x1β1 − x3β2
d(x2) = −x1α1 + x3α2 − x1β2
d(x3) = x3β1
From the multiplication table we get:
d(α1) = α1β1 − β12
d(α2) = −α1β2 − α2β1
d(β1) = 0
d(β2) = 0
. So now that we have the differentials of the base forms and the coefficients lets calculate the
exterior derivative of the following Lie algebra forms with coefficients in a representation.
Example 1
d(x3α2) = d(x3)α2 + x3d(α2)
d(x3α2) = x3β1α2 − x3(−α1β2 + α2β1)
d(x3α2) = x3β1α2 + x3α1β2 + x3α2β1
d(x3α2) = −x3α2β1 + x3α1β2 + x3α2β1
d(x3α2) = x3α1β2
Example 2
d(x1β1) = d(x1)β1 − x1d(β1)
d(x1β1) = (x1β1 − x3β2)β1 − x1(0)
d(x1β1) = x1β1β1 − x3β2β1
d(x1β1) = x3β12
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Now we can calculate the entire differential table for all the forms:
Differential Table
d(x1α12) = −x1α12β3 − x1α1β12 − x3α12β2 d(x1α12β1) = −x3α12β12 d(x1α12β12) =
d(x2α12) = −x1α12β2 − 2x2α12β1 − x2α2β12 d(x2α12β1) = x1α12β12 d(x2α12β12) =




d(x1α1) = −x1β12 + x3α1β2 d(x1α1β1) = −x3α1β12 d(x1α1β12) = 0
d(x1α2) = x1α1β2 + x3α2β2 d(x1α2β1) = −x1α1β12 − x3α2β12 d(x1α2β12) = 0
d(x2α1) = x1α1β4 + x2α1β1 − x2β12 − x3α12 d(x2α1β1) = −x1α1β12 − x3α12β1 d(x2α1β12) = −x3α12β12
d(x2α2) = −x1α12 + x1α2β2 + x2α1β2 + x2α2β1 d(x2α2β1) = −x1α12β1 − x1α2β12 − x2α1β12 d(x2α2β12) = −x1α12β12
d(x3α1) = −x3β12 d(x3α1β1) = 0 d(x3α1β12) = 0
d(x3α2) = x3α1β2 d(x3α2β1) = −x3α1β12 d(x3α2β12) = 0
d(x1α1β2) = 0
d(x1α2β2) = 0
d(x2α1β2) = x2α1β12 − x3α12β2
d(x2α2β2) = −x1α12β2 + x2α2β12
d(x3α1β2) = 0
d(x3α2β2) = 0
d(x1) = x1β1 − x3β2 d(x1β1) = x3β12 d(x1β12) = 0
d(x2) = −x1α1 − x1β2 + x3α2 d(x1β2) = x1β12 d(x2β12) = −x1α1β12 + x3α2β12
d(x3) = x3β1 d(x2β1) = −x1α1β1 + x1β12 + x3α2β1 d(x3β12) = 0










Which essentially means that d0 is the part of the differential that is projected to the square above.
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d0 Table
d0(x1α12) = 0 d0(x1α12β1) = 0 d0(x1α12β12) =
d0(x2α12) = 0 d0(x2α12β1) = 0 d(x2α12β12) =




d0(x1α1) = 0 d0(x1α1β1) = 0 d0(x1α1β12) = 0
d0(x1α2) = 0 d0(x1α2β1) = 0 d0(x1α2β12) = 0
d0(x2α1) = −x3α12 d0(x2α1β1) = −x3α12β1 d0(x2α1β12) = −x3α12β12
d0(x2α2) = −x1α12 d0(x2α2β1) = −x1α12β1 d0(x2α2β12) = −x1α12β12
d0(x3α1) = 0 d0(x3α1β1) = 0 d0(x3α1β12) = 0







d0(x1) = 0 d0(x1β1) = 0 d0(x1β12) = 0
d0(x2) = −x1α1 + x3α2 d0(x1β2) = 0 d(x2β12) = −x1α1β12 + x3α2β12
d(x3) = 0 d(x2β1) = −x1α1β1 + x3α2β1 d(x3β12) = 0
d(x2β2) = −x1α1β2 + x3α2β2
d(x3β1) = 0
d(x3β2) = 0
From the above table it is clear that we are going to need to change to basis of several of the squares.
The following chart has the new changes.
Change of basis table
γ1 = −x1α1 + x3α2 γ2 = x1α1 + x3α2
γ3 = −x1α1β1 + x3α2β1 γ4 = x3α2β1 + x1α1β3
γ5 = −x1α1β2 + x3α2β2 γ6 = x1α1β2 + x3α2β2







x1β1 x1β2 x2β1 x2β2 x3β1 x3β2
x1α2β1 x1α2β2 x2α2β1 x2α2β2 γ4 γ6
γ3 γ5 x2α1β1 x2α1β2 x3α1β1 x3α1β2






















































































































































































































































































































































x1β1 x1β2 ◦ ◦ x3β1 x3β2
x1α2β1 x1α2β2 ◦ ◦ γ4 γ6
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ x3α1β1 x3α1β2
























































































































































































From the remaining forms we will calculate d1. Recall that d1 is the part of the differential that






The following is the d1 table.
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d1 Table
d1(x2α12) = −2x2α12β1 d1(x2α12β1) = 0 d1(x2α12β12) = 0
d1(x2α12β2) = −2x2α12β12
d1(x1α2) = x1α1β2 + x3α2β2 = γ6 d1(x1α2β1) = −x1α1β12 − x3α2β12 = −γ8 d1(x1α2β12) = 0
d1(x3α1) = 0 d(x3α1β1) = 0 d1(x3α1β12) = 0




d1(x1) = x1β1 − x3β2 = γ9 d1(γ9) = 0 d1(x1β12) = 0
d1(x3) = x3β1 d1(x1β2) = x1β12 d1(x3β12) = 0s
d1(x3β1) = 0
d1(γ10) = 2x3β12
from the table we must again change the basis of a square. We will change the basis of the E1,0
square. The following table will now show the changes:
Change of basis table
γ1 = −x1α1 + x3α2 γ2 = x1α1 + x3α2
γ3 = −x1α1β1 + x3α2β1 γ4 = x3α2β1 + x1α1β3
γ5 = −x1α1β2 + x3α2β2 γ6 = x1α1β2 + x3α2β2
γ7 = −x1α1β12 + x3α2β12 γ8 = x1α1β12 + x3α2β12
γ9 = x1β1 − x3β2 γ10 = x1β1 + x3β2






γ9 x1β2 ◦ ◦ x3β1 γ10
x1α2β1 x1α2β2 ◦ ◦ γ4 γ6
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ x3α1β1 x3α1β2





































































































































































































































The sequence will converge on the E2 page. Only four forms are left in the sequence. The d2 table
for them is the following:
d2 Table
d2(x3α1) = −x3β12 = − 12d1(γ10) d2(x1α2β2) = 0 d2(x1α2β12) = 0
d2(x3α1β1) = 0






◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
◦ x1α2β2 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ x3α1β1 ◦
























































































































































































We know that this sequence has converged because all of the differentials on any subsequent
page will be projecting to squares not on the grid. So the forms and chains that are left form the
cohomology of this Lie algebra.
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3.7.6 Checking The Answer
We will now check our answer against one that was found in maple. The first list is the cohomology
calculated by our by hand method:



















3x2α2β1 + x1α2β2 −
2











For the 2-forms it is similar. Both contain the form x3α1β1, but they differ in the second form. Coho-
mology spaces are vector quotient spaces. So two forms are equal if they just differ by an exact form.
















So the two forms differ by an exact form x2α2.
Next we need to check the 3-forms. They also are different. By calculating their cohomology
decomposition we find out that they are the same.




















To calculate the Cohomology and Serre Hochschild spectral sequences I wrote a number of the
programs in maple. This chapter deals with the software that I wrote. I first wrote a number of
conversion programs so that I was able to quickly go back and forth between forms and vectors. I
then wrote software to calculate the closed forms and exact forms. Lastly I wrote a framework to
calculate the Serre Hochschild spectral sequences.
4.1 Conversion Programs
4.1.1 Counting an ordered set of Basis Elements of Differential Forms
In maple the basis elements are placed in a set in ascending order. To quickly convert the object
into a vector a counting procedure is used to finds it’s place in the set.
Differential Forms
Example Basis Ordered List
Let the basis of 1-forms of Lie-Algebra be {θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4} The basis for the forms is listed in ascending
order. For example the basis for two forms will be
{θ1 ∧ θ2, θ1 ∧ θ3, θ1 ∧ θ4, θ2 ∧ θ3, θ2 ∧ θ4, θ3 ∧ θ4
Notice that θn ∧ θn for any n is not part of the list. That is due to the alternating properties of
the wedge product. Any such wedge product would be zero.
Also note that θ2 ∧ θ1 is not part of the list nor is any θk ∧ θj for k > j. By the alternating
property θk ∧ θj = −1 ∗ θj ∧ θk. Now since k > j the basis element θj ∧ θk has already been listed.
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Thus the way to count the number of basis elements of a certain size r with a 1-form basis size












which is 6. The was the number of basis elements that was listed.
Finding out what position a basis element has in the ordered list of differential forms
Hockey Stick Identity






































































. This the original summation
went from i = n−k−1 to i = n−1 so the summation from i = 0 to i = n−k−2 must be subtracted
from the other giving the equation above.
4.1.2 Program for Form Base Elements: FormToList
X is a list of components of monomial form
K is the dimension of space of 1-forms
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Example
X = [3,4,5], K=6
The number of terms with a theta1 equals the number of two forms in 5 variables= C(5,2).
The number of terms with a theta2 equals the number of two forms in 4 variables=C(4,2).























S1 - A list of differential forms
Description
Let S1 be a list of differential forms. FormToList will convert the form or list of forms into its 
vector representation.  
Examples
with(Library);
Browse, DGplot, DGshow, MetricSearch, References, Retrieve, Search
LD:=Retrieve("Winternitz",1,[6,19],alg1);
LD d e1, e2  = e3, e1, e3  = e4, e1, e4  = e5, e1, e5  = e6, e1, e6  = 0, e2, e3  = e6, e2,
e4  = 0, e2, e5  = 0, e2, e6  = 0, e3, e4  = 0, e3, e5  = 0, e3, e6  = 0, e4, e5  = 0, e4,




alg1 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
e1 0 e3 e4 e5 e6 0
e2 Ke3 0 e6 0 0 0
e3 Ke4 Ke6 0 0 0 0
e4 Ke5 0 0 0 0 0
e5 Ke6 0 0 0 0 0
e6 0 0 0 0 0 0
Example 1







































Finding vector representation of multiple forms at once
TestForm2 := evalDG(2 * theta3 + theta1);
TestForm2 d q1C2 q3
TestForm3 := evalDG( 3 * theta5 - theta2);
















Finding the vector representation of a 2-form
interface(rtablesize=60):
B := evalDG([theta1, theta2, theta3, theta4, theta5, 
theta6]);
B d q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6
C := GenerateForms(B,2);
C d q1oq2, q1oq3, q1oq4, q1oq5, q1oq6, q2oq3, q2oq4, q2oq5, q2oq6, q3
oq4, q3oq5, q3oq6, q4oq5, q4oq6, q5oq6
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TestForm5 := evalDG(sum(i * C[i], i = 1..15));
TestForm5 d q1oq2C2 q1oq3C3 q1oq4C4 q1oq5C5 q1oq6C6 q2oq3C7 q2

























Finding the vector representation of a 3-form
E := GenerateForms(B,3);
E d q1oq2oq3, q1oq2oq4, q1oq2oq5, q1oq2oq6, q1oq3oq4, q1oq3oq5,
q1oq3oq6, q1oq4oq5, q1oq4oq6, q1oq5oq6, q2oq3oq4, q2oq3oq5, q2
oq3oq6, q2oq4oq5, q2oq4oq6, q2oq5oq6, q3oq4oq5, q3oq4oq6, q3
oq5oq6, q4oq5oq6
TestForm6 := evalDG(sum(i * E[i], i = 1..20));
TestForm6 d q1oq2oq3C2 q1oq2oq4C3 q1oq2oq5C4 q1oq2oq6C5 q1
oq3oq4C6 q1oq3oq5C7 q1oq3oq6C8 q1oq4oq5C9 q1oq4oq6
C10 q1oq5oq6C11 q2oq3oq4C12 q2oq3oq5C13 q2oq3oq6C14 q2

























4.1.3 Tensor To list



















S1 - A list of tensors
Description




Browse, DGplot, DGshow, MetricSearch, References, Retrieve, Search
LD:=Retrieve("Winternitz",1,[6,19],alg1);
LD d e1, e2  = e3, e1, e3  = e4, e1, e4  = e5, e1, e5  = e6, e1, e6  = 0, e2, e3  = e6, e2,
e4  = 0, e2, e5  = 0, e2, e6  = 0, e3, e4  = 0, e3, e5  = 0, e3, e6  = 0, e4, e5  = 0, e4,




alg1 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
e1 0 e3 e4 e5 e6 0
e2 Ke3 0 e6 0 0 0
e3 Ke4 Ke6 0 0 0 0
e4 Ke5 0 0 0 0 0
e5 Ke6 0 0 0 0 0
e6 0 0 0 0 0 0
B:=evalDG([theta1, theta2,theta3,theta4,theta5,theta6])
;
B d q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6
C:=GenerateTensors([B,B]);
C d q15q1, q15q2, q15q3, q15q4, q15q5, q15q6, q25q1, q25q2, q25q3, q2
5q4, q25q5, q25q6, q35q1, q35q2, q35q3, q35q4, q35q5, q35q6, q45q1,
q45q2, q45q3, q45q4, q45q5, q45q6, q55q1, q55q2, q55q3, q55q4, q5
































































Converting larger tensors to a list
test := evalDG(sum(i * C[i], i = 1..36));
test d q15q1C2 q15q2C3 q15q3C4 q15q4C5 q15q5C6 q15q6C7 q25q1
C8 q25q2C9 q25q3C10 q25q4C11 q25q5C12 q25q6C13 q35q1C14 q3
5q2C15 q35q3C16 q35q4C17 q35q5C18 q35q6C19 q45q1C20 q45q2
C21 q45q3C22 q45q4C23 q45q5C24 q45q6C25 q55q1C26 q55q2
C27 q55q3C28 q55q4C29 q55q5C30 q55q6C31 q65q1C32 q65q2










































































4.1.4 Tensor valued form to list





















S1 - A list of tensor valued forms.
Description
Let S1 be a list of tensor valued forms. TensorValuedFormToList returns a list of vectors 






























Lie algebra with coefficients: alg2
MultiplicationTable();
alg2 e1 e2 e3
e1 0 e2 0
e2 Ke2 0 e2
e3 0 Ke2 0
q:=RelativeChains([]);
q d x151, x251 , x15q1, x15q2, x15q3, x25q1, x25q2, x25q3 , x15q1






















Finding the vectors corresponding to multiple tensor valued forms. 
q[3];












































Finding the vector corresponding to one compound tensor valued form
test2 := evalDG( 2 *q[4][1] - q[4][2]);



























S1 - A list of differential forms.
Description
Let S1 be a list of differential forms. JacComp calculates the complementary basis of S1 in the 
basis, B1, that the forms come from. It returns a list of forms, C1, such that the union of S1 and C1






B d q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6, q7, q8, q9, q10
Example 1
Complementary basis of a basis of the 1-forms in so32
JacComp(B);
Example 2
Complementary basis of a subset of  the 1-forms in so32
X1:=evalDG([2*theta1+theta2,theta3-theta4,theta1]);
X1 d 2 q1Cq2, q3Kq4, q1
JacComp(X1);
q4, q5, q6, q7, q8, q9, q10
Example 3
Complementary basis of a subset of 2-forms in so32
X:=evalDG([theta1 &w theta2, theta3 &w theta10, theta4 
&w theta5, theta4 &w theta6]);
X d q1oq2, q3oq10, q4oq5, q4oq6
JacComp(X);
q1oq3, q1oq4, q1oq5, q1oq6, q1oq7, q1oq8, q1oq9, q1oq10, q2oq3, q2oq4,
q2oq5, q2oq6, q2oq7, q2oq8, q2oq9, q2oq10, q3oq4, q3oq5, q3oq6, q3
oq7, q3oq8, q3oq9, q4oq7, q4oq8, q4oq9, q4oq10, q5oq6, q5oq7, q5oq8,






















S1 - A list of differential forms
Description
Let S1 be a list differential forms. Closed calculates the basis for the closed forms in S1. 
Examples




alg e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
e1 0 0 0 0 0
e2 0 0 0 0 e1
e3 0 0 0 e1 e2
e4 0 0 Ke1 0 0
e5 0 Ke1 Ke2 0 0
RC := RelativeChains([]);
RC d , q1, q2, q3, q4, q5 , q1oq2, q1oq3, q1oq4, q1oq5, q2oq3, q2oq4, q2
oq5, q3oq4, q3oq5, q4oq5 , q1oq2oq3, q1oq2oq4, q1oq2oq5, q1oq3
oq4, q1oq3oq5, q1oq4oq5, q2oq3oq4, q2oq3oq5, q2oq4oq5, q3oq4
oq5 , q1oq2oq3oq4, q1oq2oq3oq5, q1oq2oq4oq5, q1oq3oq4oq5,









































S1 - A list of differential forms
Description
Let S1 a list of differential forms.  Exact returns a basis for the exact forms in S1. 
Examples




alg e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
e1 0 0 0 0 0
e2 0 0 0 0 e1
e3 0 0 0 e1 e2
e4 0 0 Ke1 0 0
e5 0 Ke1 Ke2 0 0
RC := RelativeChains([]);
RC d , q1, q2, q3, q4, q5 , q1oq2, q1oq3, q1oq4, q1oq5, q2oq3, q2oq4, q2
oq5, q3oq4, q3oq5, q4oq5 , q1oq2oq3, q1oq2oq4, q1oq2oq5, q1oq3
oq4, q1oq3oq5, q1oq4oq5, q2oq3oq4, q2oq3oq5, q2oq4oq5, q3oq4
oq5 , q1oq2oq3oq4, q1oq2oq3oq5, q1oq2oq4oq5, q1oq3oq4oq5,

































S1 - A list differential forms
Description
Let S1 be a list of k-forms. JacCohomology calculates the cohomology on the k-forms. It returns a 
3 part list. The first part is the cohomology. The second part is the exact forms. The third part is 
complementary space. 
Examples




alg e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
e1 0 0 0 0 0
e2 0 0 0 0 e1
e3 0 0 0 e1 e2
e4 0 0 Ke1 0 0
e5 0 Ke1 Ke2 0 0
RC := RelativeChains([]);
RC d , q1, q2, q3, q4, q5 , q1oq2, q1oq3, q1oq4, q1oq5, q2oq3, q2oq4, q2
oq5, q3oq4, q3oq5, q4oq5 , q1oq2oq3, q1oq2oq4, q1oq2oq5, q1oq3
oq4, q1oq3oq5, q1oq4oq5, q2oq3oq4, q2oq3oq5, q2oq4oq5, q3oq4
oq5 , q1oq2oq3oq4, q1oq2oq3oq5, q1oq2oq4oq5, q1oq3oq4oq5,
q2oq3oq4oq5 , q1oq2oq3oq4oq5 ,
JacCohomology(RC[2]);
q3oq4, q1oq5Cq2oq4, q2oq3, q4oq5 , q2oq5Cq3oq4, q3oq5 , q1oq2,
q1oq3, q1oq4, q2oq4
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4.3 Serre Hofschild Spectral Sequence Programs
4.3.1 User Interface Function SHSS
The main program in SHSSLAWC2. From this program you can create the spectral sequence. You











SHSSLAWC2( SubAlgebra, ComplementarySpace, Page,{NumberOfPages = 1 , VectorSpace = [], 
FormRange = [], RelativeChain = [] } )
Parameters
SubAlgebra - The sub algebra that you wish to create the spectral sequence from. Or it is a Serre 
Hochschild spectral sequence book  you wish to manipulate. 
Complement
ary Space
- The complementary space to the subalgebra.  This is an optional input. 
Page - A Serre Hochschild spectral sequence book or page. This is an optional input.
NumberOfPa
ges
- The number of  pages you wish to calculate
VectorSpace - The Basis of the vector space associated with the Lie algebra with coefficients in a
representation.
FormRange - A list [a,b]. Tis will calculate the spectral sequence using k-forms from degree a 
to degree b. 
Relative 
Chain
- A list of forms that you wish the corresponding answer to be relative to. 
Description
SHSSLAWC2 is the main function for creating and manipulating Serre Hochschild spectral 
sequences
By inputing a subalgebra the function will create a spectral sequence and calculate the first page
Giving a book to the program it will automatically calculate the next page in the book




Setting up the sequence
with(Library):
LD:=Retrieve("Winternitz",1,[6,19],alg1);
LD d e1, e2  = e3, e1, e3  = e4, e1, e4  = e5, e1, e5  = e6, e1, e6  = 0, e2, e3  = e6, e2,
e4  = 0, e2, e5  = 0, e2, e6  = 0, e3, e4  = 0, e3, e5  = 0, e3, e6  = 0, e4, e5  = 0, e4,




















alg1 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
e1 0 e3 e4 e5 e6 0
e2 Ke3 0 e6 0 0 0
e3 Ke4 Ke6 0 0 0 0
e4 Ke5 0 0 0 0 0
e5 Ke6 0 0 0 0 0
e6 0 0 0 0 0 0
B:=[e4,e5,e6,e1,e2,e3]






alg2 x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 y3
x1 0 0 0 Kx2 0 0
x2 0 0 0 Kx3 0 0
x3 0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 x2 x3 0 0 y3 x1
y2 0 0 0 Ky3 0 x3
y3 0 0 0 Kx1 Kx3 0
Alpha:=evalDG([alpha1,alpha2,alpha3]);
A d a1, a2, a3
Beta1:=ComplementaryBasis(Alpha);
B1 d b1, b2, b3



























RC d x1, x2, y1Ky2
SST3 := SHSSLAWC2(Alpha,Beta1, RelativeChain = RC);
SST3 d Book
Example 6




4.3.2 Setting up the Spectral Sequence
This function SpectralSequenceTableLAWC2 sets up the spectral sequence. The sequence is a col-
lection of pages called a book. Each page is set up like the following:
[[Page Number, # of Squares, SubalgebraSize, ComplementarySpaceSize] , [ [ [p,q], [PageCoho-
mology] , [Exact], [Complementary]] ] ]
The first list inside is a table called page info. Page contains the Page number, number of squares
in the page, the size of the sub-algebra, and the size of the complementary space.
The second list is a table for each square. Each square is called by it’s p,q coordinate. It contains
three parts. The first part is the forms that are PageCohomology meaning they are the closed forms
minus the exact forms from on page. The exact list is the list of exact forms. The complementary
list is the list of forms that are complementary to the closed forms.
Furthermore each form in the three lists is split into a smaller table:
Page[i,j][PageCohomology] := table([Forms = [], Chains = [], ChainDerivative = [] ] );
Page[i,j][Exact] := table([Forms = [], Chains = [], ChainDerivative = [] ] );
Page[i,j][Complement] := table([Forms = [], Chains = [], ChainDerivative = [] ] );
At the start the form and chain for each form will be the same. The chain derivative will just
be the exterior derivative of the form. As chains are created the chains will have forms added to it









SpectralSequenceTableLAWC2 := proc(Alpha, Beta,Rep, {VectorSpaceInternal := [], 
FormRangeInternal := [], RelativeChainInternal := [] })
Parameters
Alpha - The sub algebra that you wish to create the spectral sequence from. 
Beta - The complementary space to the subalgebra.   
Rep - 0 for Lie algebra, 1 for Lie algebra with coefficients in a representation






 The Basis of the vector space associated with the Lie algebra with coefficients in a
representation.






 A list [a,b]. Tis will calculate the spectral sequence using k-forms from degree a to
degree b. 






 A list of forms that you wish the corresponding answer to be relative to. 
Description
SpectralSequenceTableLAWC2 sets up a Serre Hochschild spectral sequence for either a Lie 




LD d e1, e2  = e3, e1, e3  = e4, e1, e4  = e5, e1, e5  = e6, e1, e6  = 0, e2, e3  = e6, 
e2, e4  = 0, e2, e5  = 0, e2, e6  = 0, e3, e4  = 0, e3, e5  = 0, e3, e6  = 0, e4, e5


















alg1 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
e1 0 e3 e4 e5 e6 0
e2 Ke3 0 e6 0 0 0
e3 Ke4 Ke6 0 0 0 0
e4 Ke5 0 0 0 0 0
e5 Ke6 0 0 0 0 0
e6 0 0 0 0 0 0
B:=[e4,e5,e6,e1,e2,e3]






alg2 x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 y3
x1 0 0 0 Kx2 0 0
x2 0 0 0 Kx3 0 0
x3 0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 x2 x3 0 0 y3 x1
y2 0 0 0 Ky3 0 x3
y3 0 0 0 Kx1 Kx3 0
Alpha:=evalDG([alpha1,alpha2,alpha3]);
A d a1, a2, a3
Beta1:=ComplementaryBasis(Alpha);
B1 d b1, b2, b3
Creating the Serre Hochschild spectral sequence
SST := SpectralSequenceTableLAWC2(Alpha,Beta1,0);
SST d table PageInfo = table Min =K1, X = 0, Max = 7, Vectors = 0, SizeOfSubAlgebra = 3,
SizeOfComplementarySpace = 3, NumberOfSquares = 16, PageNumber =K1 , 2, 1
= table Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
PageCohomology = table Chains = a1ob1ob2, a1ob1ob3, a1ob2ob3, a2ob1
ob2, a2ob1ob3, a2ob2ob3, a3ob1ob2, a3ob1ob3, a3ob2ob3 , Forms
= a1ob1ob2, a1ob1ob3, a1ob2ob3, a2ob1ob2, a2ob1ob3, a2ob2
ob3, a3ob1ob2, a3ob1ob3, a3ob2ob3 , ChainDerivative = 0 a1oa2oa3
ob1, 0 a1oa2oa3ob1, 0 a1oa2oa3ob1, 0 a1oa2oa3ob1, 0 a1oa2oa3
ob1, a1ob1ob2ob3, 0 a1oa2oa3ob1, 0 a1oa2oa3ob1, a2ob1ob2
ob3 , Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 2, 0
= table Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
PageCohomology = table Chains = b1ob2, b1ob3, b2ob3 , Forms = b1ob2, b1
ob3, b2ob3 , ChainDerivative = 0 a1oa2oa3, 0 a1oa2oa3, 0 a1oa2oa3
, Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 0, 1
= table Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
PageCohomology = table Chains = a1, a2, a3 , Forms = a1, a2, a3 , ChainDerivative
= Kb1ob3, a1ob1, a2ob1Kb2ob3 , Exact = table Chains = , Forms = ,
ChainDerivative = , 0, 0 = table Complement = table Chains = , Forms = ,
ChainDerivative = , PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = ,
ChainDerivative = , Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative =
, 2, 3 = table Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative
= , PageCohomology = table Chains = a1oa2oa3ob1ob2, a1oa2oa3
ob1ob3, a1oa2oa3ob2ob3 , Forms = a1oa2oa3ob1ob2, a1oa2oa3
ob1ob3, a1oa2oa3ob2ob3 , ChainDerivative = 0 a1oa2oa3ob1ob2
ob3, 0 a1oa2oa3ob1ob2ob3, 0 a1oa2oa3ob1ob2ob3 , Exact
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 0, 2 = table Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , PageCohomology
= table Chains = a1oa2, a1oa3, a2oa3 , Forms = a1oa2, a1oa3, a2oa3 ,
ChainDerivative = Ka2ob1ob3, Ka1oa2ob1Ca1ob2ob3Ka3ob1ob3,
Ka1oa3ob1Ca2ob2ob3 , Exact = table Chains = , Forms = ,
ChainDerivative = , 2, 2 = table Complement = table Chains = , Forms = ,
ChainDerivative = , PageCohomology = table Chains = a1oa2ob1ob2, a1
oa2ob1ob3, a1oa2ob2ob3, a1oa3ob1ob2, a1oa3ob1ob3, a1oa3
ob2ob3, a2oa3ob1ob2, a2oa3ob1ob3, a2oa3ob2ob3 , Forms = a1
oa2ob1ob2, a1oa2ob1ob3, a1oa2ob2ob3, a1oa3ob1ob2, a1oa3
ob1ob3, a1oa3ob2ob3, a2oa3ob1ob2, a2oa3ob1ob3, a2oa3ob2
ob3 , ChainDerivative = 0 a1oa2oa3ob1ob2, 0 a1oa2oa3ob1ob2, 0 a1
oa2oa3ob1ob2, 0 a1oa2oa3ob1ob2, 0 a1oa2oa3ob1ob2, Ka1
oa2ob1ob2ob3, 0 a1oa2oa3ob1ob2, 0 a1oa2oa3ob1ob2, Ka1
oa3ob1ob2ob3 , Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative
= , 1, 3 = table Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative
= , PageCohomology = table Chains = a1oa2oa3ob1, a1oa2oa3ob2, a1
oa2oa3ob3 , Forms = a1oa2oa3ob1, a1oa2oa3ob2, a1oa2oa3
ob3 , ChainDerivative = Ka1oa2ob1ob2ob3, a2oa3ob1ob2ob3, a1
oa2oa3ob1ob2 , Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative
= , 3, 0 = table Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative
= , PageCohomology = table Chains = b1ob2ob3 , Forms = b1ob2ob3 ,
ChainDerivative = 0 a1oa2oa3ob1 , Exact = table Chains = , Forms = ,
ChainDerivative = , 0, 3 = table Complement = table Chains = , Forms = ,
ChainDerivative = , PageCohomology = table Chains = a1oa2oa3 , Forms
= a1oa2oa3 , ChainDerivative = Ka1oa2ob2ob3Ka2oa3ob1ob3 ,
Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 3, 2
= table Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
PageCohomology = table Chains = a1oa2ob1ob2ob3, a1oa3ob1ob2ob3,
a2oa3ob1ob2ob3 , Forms = a1oa2ob1ob2ob3, a1oa3ob1ob2ob3,
a2oa3ob1ob2ob3 , ChainDerivative = 0 a1oa2oa3ob1ob2ob3, 0 a1oa2
oa3ob1ob2ob3, 0 a1oa2oa3ob1ob2ob3 , Exact = table Chains = ,
Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 1, 2 = table Complement = table Chains = ,
Forms = , ChainDerivative = , PageCohomology = table Chains = a1oa2ob1,
a1oa2ob2, a1oa2ob3, a1oa3ob1, a1oa3ob2, a1oa3ob3, a2oa3ob1,
a2oa3ob2, a2oa3ob3 , Forms = a1oa2ob1, a1oa2ob2, a1oa2ob3, a1
oa3ob1, a1oa3ob2, a1oa3ob3, a2oa3ob1, a2oa3ob2, a2oa3ob3 ,
ChainDerivative = 0 a1oa2oa3ob1, a2ob1ob2ob3, Ka1oa2ob1ob2, a1
ob1ob2ob3, Ka1oa2ob1ob2Ca3ob1ob2ob3, Ka1oa2ob1ob3
Ka1oa3ob1ob2, a2ob1ob2ob3, Ka1oa3ob1ob2, Ka1oa3ob1ob3
Ka2oa3ob1ob2 , Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative
= , 1, 1 = table Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative
= , PageCohomology = table Chains = a1ob1, a1ob2, a1ob3, a2ob1, a2
ob2, a2ob3, a3ob1, a3ob2, a3ob3 , Forms = a1ob1, a1ob2, a1ob3, a2
ob1, a2ob2, a2ob3, a3ob1, a3ob2, a3ob3 , ChainDerivative = 0 a1oa2
oa3, b1ob2ob3, a1ob1ob2, 0 a1oa2oa3, a1ob1ob2, a1ob1ob3Ca2
ob1ob2, Kb1ob2ob3, a2ob1ob2, a2ob1ob3Ca3ob1ob2 , Exact
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 3, 3 = table Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , PageCohomology
= table Chains = a1oa2oa3ob1ob2ob3 , Forms = a1oa2oa3ob1ob2
ob3 , ChainDerivative = 0 , Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative
= , 3, 1 = table Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative
= , PageCohomology = table Chains = a1ob1ob2ob3, a2ob1ob2ob3, a3
ob1ob2ob3 , Forms = a1ob1ob2ob3, a2ob1ob2ob3, a3ob1ob2
ob3 , ChainDerivative = 0 a1oa2oa3ob1ob2, 0 a1oa2oa3ob1ob2, 0 a1
oa2oa3ob1ob2 , Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative
= , 1, 0 = table Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative
= , PageCohomology = table Chains = b1, b2, b3 , Forms = b1, b2, b3 ,
ChainDerivative = 0 a1oa2, 0 a1oa2, Kb1ob2 , Exact = table Chains = ,
Forms = , ChainDerivative =
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4.3.3 Calculating the next page of the Spectral Sequence
This program is work horse of the spectral sequence. It takes a page and calculates the next page.
It takes the forms that are still in play and takes their chain derivative. It then calculates the
projection of all the chain derivative onto the appropriate square depending on the page. Then the
program then solves for the exact space. Then the program makes the appropriate changes. For
example it chains forms together if they need to be chained. It a form is exact then it moves it to
the exact list and so forth. After every form has either been chained to something, moved to exact
or complementary space, or deemed part of the page cohomology the program finishes and returns

















S1 - A Serre Hochschild spectral sequence page
Description
NextPageTableLAWC2 takes a Serre Hochschild spectral sequence page and returns the next 
page. 
Examples
Setting up the Lie algebra
with(Library):
LD:=Retrieve("Winternitz",1,[6,19],alg1);
LD d e1, e2  = e3, e1, e3  = e4, e1, e4  = e5, e1, e5  = e6, e1, e6  = 0, e2, e3  = e6, 
e2, e4  = 0, e2, e5  = 0, e2, e6  = 0, e3, e4  = 0, e3, e5  = 0, e3, e6  = 0, e4, e5




alg1 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
e1 0 e3 e4 e5 e6 0
e2 Ke3 0 e6 0 0 0
e3 Ke4 Ke6 0 0 0 0
e4 Ke5 0 0 0 0 0
e5 Ke6 0 0 0 0 0
e6 0 0 0 0 0 0
B:=[e4,e5,e6,e1,e2,e3]















alg2 x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 y3
x1 0 0 0 Kx2 0 0
x2 0 0 0 Kx3 0 0
x3 0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 x2 x3 0 0 y3 x1
y2 0 0 0 Ky3 0 x3
y3 0 0 0 Kx1 Kx3 0
Alpha:=evalDG([alpha1,alpha2,alpha3]);
A d a1, a2, a3
Beta1:=ComplementaryBasis(Alpha);
B1 d b1, b2, b3
Creating the Serre Hochschild spectral sequence
SST := SpectralSequenceTableLAWC2(Alpha,Beta1,0):
The -1 page. This is the set up for the sequence. 
ReadTable(SST);
table PageInfo = table SizeOfComplementarySpace = 3, SizeOfSubAlgebra = 3,
NumberOfSquares = 16, PageNumber =K1 , 1, 3 = a1oa2oa3ob1, a1oa2oa3
ob2, a1oa2oa3ob3 , 0, 2 = a1oa2, a1oa3, a2oa3 , 0, 1 = a1, a2, a3 ,
0, 0 = , 2, 1 = a1ob1ob2, a1ob1ob3, a1ob2ob3, a2ob1ob2, a2ob1
ob3, a2ob2ob3, a3ob1ob2, a3ob1ob3, a3ob2ob3 , 3, 2 = a1oa2ob1
ob2ob3, a1oa3ob1ob2ob3, a2oa3ob1ob2ob3 , 2, 2 = a1oa2ob1
ob2, a1oa2ob1ob3, a1oa2ob2ob3, a1oa3ob1ob2, a1oa3ob1ob3,
a1oa3ob2ob3, a2oa3ob1ob2, a2oa3ob1ob3, a2oa3ob2ob3 , 2, 3
= a1oa2oa3ob1ob2, a1oa2oa3ob1ob3, a1oa2oa3ob2ob3 , 3, 0
= b1ob2ob3 , 1, 2 = a1oa2ob1, a1oa2ob2, a1oa2ob3, a1oa3ob1,
a1oa3ob2, a1oa3ob3, a2oa3ob1, a2oa3ob2, a2oa3ob3 , 2, 0 = b1
ob2, b1ob3, b2ob3 , 1, 1 = a1ob1, a1ob2, a1ob3, a2ob1, a2ob2, a2
ob3, a3ob1, a3ob2, a3ob3 , 3, 3 = a1oa2oa3ob1ob2ob3 , 0, 3 = a1











table PageInfo = table SizeOfComplementarySpace = 3, SizeOfSubAlgebra = 3,
NumberOfSquares = 16, PageNumber = 0 , 1, 3 = a1oa2oa3ob1, a1oa2oa3
ob2, a1oa2oa3ob3 , 0, 2 = a2oa3, a1oa3, a1oa2 , 0, 1 = a3, a2, a1 ,
0, 0 = , 2, 1 = a1ob1ob3, a1ob1ob2, a3ob2ob3, a3ob1ob3, a3ob1
ob2, a2ob2ob3, a2ob1ob3, a2ob1ob2, a1ob2ob3 , 3, 2 = a2oa3ob1
ob2ob3, a1oa3ob1ob2ob3, a1oa2ob1ob2ob3 , 2, 2 = a2oa3ob2
ob3, a2oa3ob1ob3, a2oa3ob1ob2, a1oa3ob2ob3, a1oa3ob1ob3,
a1oa3ob1ob2, a1oa2ob2ob3, a1oa2ob1ob3, a1oa2ob1ob2 , 2, 3
= a1oa2oa3ob1ob2, a1oa2oa3ob1ob3, a1oa2oa3ob2ob3 , 3, 0
= b1ob2ob3 , 1, 2 = a2oa3ob2, a2oa3ob1, a1oa3ob3, a1oa3ob2,
a1oa3ob1, a1oa2ob3, a1oa2ob2, a1oa2ob1, a2oa3ob3 , 2, 0 = b2
ob3, b1ob3, b1ob2 , 1, 1 = a3ob3, a3ob2, a3ob1, a2ob3, a2ob2, a2
ob1, a1ob3, a1ob2, a1ob1 , 3, 3 = a1oa2oa3ob1ob2ob3 , 0, 3 = a1




The forms that are on page 1
ReadTable(Page1);
table PageInfo = table SizeOfComplementarySpace = 3, SizeOfSubAlgebra = 3,
NumberOfSquares = 16, PageNumber = 1 , 1, 3 = a1oa2oa3ob2, a1oa2oa3
ob1 , 0, 2 = a1oa2 , 0, 1 = a1 , 0, 0 = , 2, 1 = a1ob2ob3, a2ob1
ob3, a3ob1ob3 , 3, 2 = a2oa3ob1ob2ob3 , 2, 2 = a1oa2ob2ob3,
a1oa3ob1ob3, a2oa3ob1ob3 , 2, 3 = a1oa2oa3ob2ob3, a1oa2
oa3ob1ob3 , 3, 0 = b1ob2ob3 , 1, 2 = a1oa2ob2, a1oa2ob3Ka1
oa3ob2, a2oa3ob1 , 2, 0 = b1ob3, b2ob3 , 1, 1 = a1ob2, a1ob3Ka2
ob2, a3ob1 , 3, 3 = a1oa2oa3ob1ob2ob3 , 0, 3 = a1oa2oa3 , 1,
0 = b2, b1 , 3, 1 = a3ob1ob2ob3
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4.4 Serre Hofschild Spectral Sequence Toolkit
4.4.1 Read Table
















S1 - A Serre Hochschild spectral sequence page
Description
Let S1 be a Serre Hochschild spectral sequence page. ReadTable returns a list of forms that are 
still on the page  in each square of the page. It also returns the page info containing the page 
number, size of the subalgebra used to calculate the sequence, the size of the complementary space
of the sub algebra, and the number of squares on the page. 
Examples
Setting up the Lie algebra
with(Library):
LD:=Retrieve("Winternitz",1,[6,19],alg1);
LD d e1, e2  = e3, e1, e3  = e4, e1, e4  = e5, e1, e5  = e6, e1, e6  = 0, e2, e3  = e6, 
e2, e4  = 0, e2, e5  = 0, e2, e6  = 0, e3, e4  = 0, e3, e5  = 0, e3, e6  = 0, e4, e5




alg1 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
e1 0 e3 e4 e5 e6 0
e2 Ke3 0 e6 0 0 0
e3 Ke4 Ke6 0 0 0 0
e4 Ke5 0 0 0 0 0
e5 Ke6 0 0 0 0 0
e6 0 0 0 0 0 0
B:=[e4,e5,e6,e1,e2,e3]


















alg2 x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 y3
x1 0 0 0 Kx2 0 0
x2 0 0 0 Kx3 0 0
x3 0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 x2 x3 0 0 y3 x1
y2 0 0 0 Ky3 0 x3
y3 0 0 0 Kx1 Kx3 0
Alpha:=evalDG([alpha1,alpha2,alpha3]);
A d a1, a2, a3
Beta1:=ComplementaryBasis(Alpha);
B1 d b1, b2, b3






table 3, 3 = a1oa2oa3ob1ob2ob3 , 3, 0 = , 3, 2 = , 0, 2 = , 0, 0
= , 1, 1 = a1ob2Ca3ob1, Ka1ob3Ca2ob2 , PageInfo
= table PageNumber = 2, NumberOfSquares = 16, SizeOfSubAlgebra = 3,
SizeOfComplementarySpace = 3 , 2, 2 = a1oa2ob2ob3, a1oa3ob1ob3 , 0,
3 = , 1, 3 = a1oa2oa3ob1 , 0, 1 = , 2, 3 = a1oa2oa3ob2ob3,
a1oa2oa3ob1ob3 , 2, 1 = a1ob2ob3, a3ob1ob3 , 2, 0 = b2ob3 ,
1, 2 = a2oa3ob1, a1oa2ob2 , 3, 1 = , 1, 0 = b1, b2
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4.4.2 Read Exact
















S1 - A Serre Hochschild spectral sequence page
Description
Let S1 be a Serre Hochschild spectral sequence page. ReadExact returns a list of forms that for the
exact space in each square of the page. It also returns the page info containing the page number, 
size of the subalgebra used to calculate the sequence, the size of the complementary space of the 
sub algebra, and the number of squares on the page. 
Examples
Setting up the Lie algebra
with(Library):
LD:=Retrieve("Winternitz",1,[6,19],alg1);
LD d e1, e2  = e3, e1, e3  = e4, e1, e4  = e5, e1, e5  = e6, e1, e6  = 0, e2, e3  = e6, 
e2, e4  = 0, e2, e5  = 0, e2, e6  = 0, e3, e4  = 0, e3, e5  = 0, e3, e6  = 0, e4, e5




alg1 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
e1 0 e3 e4 e5 e6 0
e2 Ke3 0 e6 0 0 0
e3 Ke4 Ke6 0 0 0 0
e4 Ke5 0 0 0 0 0
e5 Ke6 0 0 0 0 0
e6 0 0 0 0 0 0
B:=[e4,e5,e6,e1,e2,e3]


















alg2 x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 y3
x1 0 0 0 Kx2 0 0
x2 0 0 0 Kx3 0 0
x3 0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 x2 x3 0 0 y3 x1
y2 0 0 0 Ky3 0 x3
y3 0 0 0 Kx1 Kx3 0
Alpha:=evalDG([alpha1,alpha2,alpha3]);
A d a1, a2, a3
Beta1:=ComplementaryBasis(Alpha);
B1 d b1, b2, b3






table 2, 0 = Kb1ob2, Kb1ob3 , 3, 2 = Ka1oa3ob1ob2ob3, Ka1oa2
ob1ob2ob3, a2oa3ob1ob2ob3 , 3, 0 = b1ob2ob3 , 1, 1 = a2ob1,
a1ob1 , 1, 0 = , 3, 3 = , 2, 2 = Ka1oa2ob1ob3Ka1oa3ob1
ob2, Ka1oa2ob1ob2, Ka1oa3ob1ob3Ka2oa3ob1ob2, Ka1oa3
ob1ob2, Ka1oa2ob2ob3Ka2oa3ob1ob3 , 0, 0 = , 0, 2 = , 3, 1
= a1ob1ob2ob3, a2ob1ob2ob3, Ka3ob1ob2ob3 , 2, 3 = a1oa2
oa3ob1ob2 , PageInfo = table SizeOfSubAlgebra = 3, PageNumber = 2,
SizeOfComplementarySpace = 3, NumberOfSquares = 16 , 1, 3 = , 2, 1 = a1ob1
ob3Ca2ob1ob2, a1ob1ob2, a2ob1ob3Ca3ob1ob2, a2ob1ob2, Ka2
ob1ob3 , 1, 2 = Ka1oa3ob1, Ka1oa2ob1 , 0, 3 = , 0, 1 =
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4.4.3 Read Complement
















S1 - A Serre Hochschild spectral sequence page
Description
Let S1 be a Serre Hochschild spectral sequence page. ReadExact returns a list of forms that for the
complement space in each square of the page. It also returns the page info containing the page 
number, size of the subalgebra used to calculate the sequence, the size of the complementary space
of the sub algebra, and the number of squares on the page. 
Examples
Setting up the Lie algebra
with(Library):
LD:=Retrieve("Winternitz",1,[6,19],alg1);
LD d e1, e2  = e3, e1, e3  = e4, e1, e4  = e5, e1, e5  = e6, e1, e6  = 0, e2, e3  = e6, 
e2, e4  = 0, e2, e5  = 0, e2, e6  = 0, e3, e4  = 0, e3, e5  = 0, e3, e6  = 0, e4, e5




alg1 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
e1 0 e3 e4 e5 e6 0
e2 Ke3 0 e6 0 0 0
e3 Ke4 Ke6 0 0 0 0
e4 Ke5 0 0 0 0 0
e5 Ke6 0 0 0 0 0
e6 0 0 0 0 0 0
B:=[e4,e5,e6,e1,e2,e3]



















alg2 x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 y3
x1 0 0 0 Kx2 0 0
x2 0 0 0 Kx3 0 0
x3 0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 x2 x3 0 0 y3 x1
y2 0 0 0 Ky3 0 x3
y3 0 0 0 Kx1 Kx3 0
Alpha:=evalDG([alpha1,alpha2,alpha3]);
A d a1, a2, a3
Beta1:=ComplementaryBasis(Alpha);
B1 d b1, b2, b3






table 3, 2 = , 3, 0 = , 0, 3 = a1oa2oa3 , 0, 2 = a1oa2 , 2, 1 = , 3,
3 = , 1, 1 = a1ob2 , 0, 1 = a1 , 1, 3 = a1oa2oa3ob2 , 2, 3 = ,
3, 1 = , 2, 2 = , PageInfo = table SizeOfSubAlgebra = 3, NumberOfSquares = 16,
PageNumber = 2, SizeOfComplementarySpace = 3 , 0, 0 = , 1, 2 = a1oa2ob3
Ka1oa3ob2 , 2, 0 = , 1, 0 =
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4.4.4 Read Cohomology
This program takes a page and reads off all of the forms on the page. Instead of reporting them in
















S1 - A Serre Hochschild spectral sequence page
Description
Let S1 be a Serre Hochschild spectral sequence page. ReadCohomology returns a list of forms that
are on the page. If the sequence has converged to the cohomology this will be the cohomology of 
the Lie algebra.  It also returns the page info containing the page number, size of the subalgebra 
used to calculate the sequence, the size of the complementary space of the sub algebra, and the 
number of squares on the page. 
Examples
Setting up the Lie algebra
with(Library):
LD:=Retrieve("Winternitz",1,[6,19],alg1);
LD d e1, e2  = e3, e1, e3  = e4, e1, e4  = e5, e1, e5  = e6, e1, e6  = 0, e2, e3  = e6, 
e2, e4  = 0, e2, e5  = 0, e2, e6  = 0, e3, e4  = 0, e3, e5  = 0, e3, e6  = 0, e4, e5




alg1 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
e1 0 e3 e4 e5 e6 0
e2 Ke3 0 e6 0 0 0
e3 Ke4 Ke6 0 0 0 0
e4 Ke5 0 0 0 0 0
e5 Ke6 0 0 0 0 0
e6 0 0 0 0 0 0
B:=[e4,e5,e6,e1,e2,e3]



















alg2 x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 y3
x1 0 0 0 Kx2 0 0
x2 0 0 0 Kx3 0 0
x3 0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 x2 x3 0 0 y3 x1
y2 0 0 0 Ky3 0 x3
y3 0 0 0 Kx1 Kx3 0
Alpha:=evalDG([alpha1,alpha2,alpha3]);
A d a1, a2, a3
Beta1:=ComplementaryBasis(Alpha);
B1 d b1, b2, b3






table 0 = , 1 = b1, b2 , 2 = a1ob2Ca3ob1, a1ob3Ka2ob2, b2ob3 , 3 = a2
oa3ob1Ka3ob2ob3, a1oa2ob2Ka3ob2ob3, a3ob1ob3, a1ob2ob3
, 4 = a1oa2oa3ob1Ka1oa3ob2ob3, a1oa2ob2ob3, a1oa3ob1
ob3 , 5 = a1oa2oa3ob2ob3, a1oa2oa3ob1ob3 , 6 = a1oa2oa3ob1
ob2ob3 , PageInfo = table PageNumber = 2, SizeOfComplementarySpace = 3,
SizeOfSubAlgebra = 3, NumberOfSquares = 16
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4.4.5 ZigZag

















Sigma - The differential form you wish to find the chain of. 





    The page that you which to calculate the Serre Hochschild chain from. 
Description
Zigzag calculates the chain on a form in the Serre Hochschild spectral sequence.
Examples
Example 1






alg1 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
e1 0 e3 e4 e5 e6 0
e2 Ke3 0 e6 0 0 0
e3 Ke4 Ke6 0 0 0 0
e4 Ke5 0 0 0 0 0
e5 Ke6 0 0 0 0 0
e6 0 0 0 0 0 0
B:=[e4,e5,e6,e1,e2,e3]



















alg2 x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 y3
x1 0 0 0 Kx2 0 0
x2 0 0 0 Kx3 0 0
x3 0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 x2 x3 0 0 y3 x1
y2 0 0 0 Ky3 0 x3
y3 0 0 0 Kx1 Kx3 0
Alpha:=evalDG([alpha1,alpha2,alpha3]);
A d a1, a2, a3
Beta1:=ComplementaryBasis(Alpha);
B1 d b1, b2, b3
Creating the sequence
SHSS := SHSSLAWC2(Alpha, Beta1, NumberOfPages=3);
SHSS d Book
testforms := eval(SHSS[2][1,2][PageCohomology][Forms]);
testforms d a2oa3ob1, a1oa2ob2
Creating a form to test the function
Gamma := evalDG(2 * testforms[1] - testforms[2]);
G d Ka1oa2ob2C2 a2oa3ob1
Calculating the chain of Gamma on the second page.
GammaZ := ZigZag(Gamma, SHSS[2]);
GammaZ d Ka1oa2ob2C2 a2oa3ob1Ka3ob2ob3
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4.4.6 SSprojection
SSprojection is an external program. It allows you to calculate the projection of the external












Sigma - A differential form
     P   
  
-
The number of elements of the complementary space in the form
     Q   
  
-
The number of elements of the subalgebra in the form





Size of the sub algebra
Description




setting up the Lie algebra
with(Library):
LD:=Retrieve("Winternitz",1,[6,19],alg1);
LD d e1, e2  = e3, e1, e3  = e4, e1, e4  = e5, e1, e5  = e6, e1, e6  = 0, e2, e3  = e6, e2,
e4  = 0, e2, e5  = 0, e2, e6  = 0, e3, e4  = 0, e3, e5  = 0, e3, e6  = 0, e4, e5  = 0, e4,





















alg1 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
e1 0 e3 e4 e5 e6 0
e2 Ke3 0 e6 0 0 0
e3 Ke4 Ke6 0 0 0 0
e4 Ke5 0 0 0 0 0
e5 Ke6 0 0 0 0 0
e6 0 0 0 0 0 0
B:=[e4,e5,e6,e1,e2,e3]






alg2 x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 y3
x1 0 0 0 Kx2 0 0
x2 0 0 0 Kx3 0 0
x3 0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 x2 x3 0 0 y3 x1
y2 0 0 0 Ky3 0 x3
y3 0 0 0 Kx1 Kx3 0
Alpha:=evalDG([alpha1,alpha2,alpha3]);
A d a1, a2, a3
Beta1:=ComplementaryBasis(Alpha);
B1 d b1, b2, b3
Setting up the sequence
SHSS := SHSSLAWC2(Alpha, Beta1, NumberOfPages=3);
SHSS d Book
testforms := eval(SHSS[2][1,2][PageCohomology][Forms]);





TCA is a function that checks if two cohomology classes are the equivalent. It calls Cohomology


















- two lists of differential forms
Description
TCA performs a cohomology decomposition on the forms in S1 with respect to S2 and checks to 
see if the cohomology answers are equivalent. If they are, the program returns a true. If not it 
returns a false. 
Examples
Example 1
Setting up the Lie algebra
LD:=SimpleLieAlgebraData("so(2,2)",so22);
LD d e1, e2  = e2, e1, e3  = Ke3, e1, e4  = 0, e1, e5  = e5, e1, e6  = Ke6, e2, e3  = e1
Ke4, e2, e4  = e2, e2, e5  = 0, e2, e6  = 0, e3, e4  = Ke3, e3, e5  = 0, e3, e6  = 0, 




OneForms d q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6
Forms:= seq(GenerateForms( OneForms, i), i = 1 .. 6);
Forms d q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6 , q1oq2, q1oq3, q1oq4, q1oq5, q1oq6, q2oq3, q2
oq4, q2oq5, q2oq6, q3oq4, q3oq5, q3oq6, q4oq5, q4oq6, q5oq6 , q1oq2
oq3, q1oq2oq4, q1oq2oq5, q1oq2oq6, q1oq3oq4, q1oq3oq5, q1oq3
oq6, q1oq4oq5, q1oq4oq6, q1oq5oq6, q2oq3oq4, q2oq3oq5, q2oq3
oq6, q2oq4oq5, q2oq4oq6, q2oq5oq6, q3oq4oq5, q3oq4oq6, q3oq5
oq6, q4oq5oq6 , q1oq2oq3oq4, q1oq2oq3oq5, q1oq2oq3oq6, q1
oq2oq4oq5, q1oq2oq4oq6, q1oq2oq5oq6, q1oq3oq4oq5, q1oq3
oq4oq6, q1oq3oq5oq6, q1oq4oq5oq6, q2oq3oq4oq5, q2oq3oq4
oq6, q2oq3oq5oq6, q2oq4oq5oq6, q3oq4oq5oq6 , q1oq2oq3oq4
oq5, q1oq2oq3oq4oq6, q1oq2oq3oq5oq6, q1oq2oq4oq5oq6, q1
oq3oq4oq5oq6, q2oq3oq4oq5oq6 , q1oq2oq3oq4oq5oq6
RC := RelativeChains([]);
RC d , q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6 , q1oq2, q1oq3, q1oq4, q1oq5, q1oq6, q2oq3,
q2oq4, q2oq5, q2oq6, q3oq4, q3oq5, q3oq6, q4oq5, q4oq6, q5oq6 , q1







oq3oq6, q1oq4oq5, q1oq4oq6, q1oq5oq6, q2oq3oq4, q2oq3oq5, q2
oq3oq6, q2oq4oq5, q2oq4oq6, q2oq5oq6, q3oq4oq5, q3oq4oq6, q3
oq5oq6, q4oq5oq6 , q1oq2oq3oq4, q1oq2oq3oq5, q1oq2oq3oq6,
q1oq2oq4oq5, q1oq2oq4oq6, q1oq2oq5oq6, q1oq3oq4oq5, q1oq3
oq4oq6, q1oq3oq5oq6, q1oq4oq5oq6, q2oq3oq4oq5, q2oq3oq4
oq6, q2oq3oq5oq6, q2oq4oq5oq6, q3oq4oq5oq6 , q1oq2oq3oq4
oq5, q1oq2oq3oq4oq6, q1oq2oq3oq5oq6, q1oq2oq4oq5oq6, q1
oq3oq4oq5oq6, q2oq3oq4oq5oq6 , q1oq2oq3oq4oq5oq6 ,
Calculating the cohomology using  Cohomology 
H := Cohomology(RC[3..5]);
H d q1oq5oq6Cq4oq5oq6, Kq1oq2oq3Cq2oq3oq4
Calculatin g the cohomology using JacCohomology
JH := JacCohomology(Forms[2]);
JH d q1oq5oq6Cq4oq5oq6, q1oq5oq6Cq2oq3oq4 , q1oq2oq3Cq1
oq5oq6Cq2oq3oq4Kq4oq5oq6, q1oq2oq4Cq2oq5oq6, q1oq2
oq5, q1oq3oq4Kq3oq5oq6, q1oq3oq6, q1oq4oq5Kq2oq3oq5, q1
oq4oq6Cq2oq3oq6, q2oq4oq6, q3oq4oq5 , q1oq2oq6, q1oq3oq5,
q2oq3oq5, q2oq3oq6, q2oq4oq5, q2oq5oq6, q3oq4oq6, q3oq5oq6, q4
oq5oq6






This is an internal function that find the projection of an exterior derivative of a form into a certain










- A list of differential forms
NewP - The number of elements of the complementary space from the square you are 
projecting to.
NewQ - The number of elements in the subalgebra in each from in the square that you are 
projecting to.
SizeOfAlpha - Size of the Subalgebra
Description
SSProjection is an internal program used in calculating the next page. 
It is used on Lie algebras
It takes a list of differential forms projects them onto the square given by P and Q
Returns a list of forms from the ExteriorDerivative List that are on the given square. 
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4.5.2 SSProjectionInternalLAWC
This is a very similar program to SSProjection. It has the same input and output. It’s internal











- A list of differential forms
NewP - The number of elements of the complementary space from the square you are 
projecting to.
NewQ - The number of elements in the subalgebra in each from in the square that you are 
projecting to.
SizeOfAlpha - Size of the Subalgebra
X - Size of the vector space.
Description
SSProjection is an internal program used in calculating the next page. 
It is used on Lie algebras with coefficents in a representation.
It takes a list of differential forms projects them onto the square given by P and Q
Returns a list of forms from the ExteriorDerivative List that are on the given square. 
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4.5.3 CohoDecompSHSS
This program calculates the decomposition of the projection. It splits the projection into exact parts






SHSSDecomp(Omega, Cohomology, CohoSize, ExactForms, ExactSize, CompSpace, CompSize)
Parameters
Omega - A differential form
Cohomology - List of differential forms
CohoSize - Number of forms in Cohomology list
ExactForms - List of differential forms
ExactSize - Number of forms in ExactForms list
CompSpace - List of differential forms
CompSize - Number of forms in CompSpace
Description
SHSSDecomp is an internal function used to calculate the next page
It does a decomposition of a form in parts that are exact, part of the cohomology, and part of the 
comp space
It does this for forms that are in a Lie algebra
It returns a three part list. The first part of the list is the part in the cohomology list, the second part
is the part that is exactlist, and the third part is the part that is in the compspace.
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4.5.4 CohoDecompSHSSLAWC







SHSSDecompLAWC(Omega, Cohomology, CohoSize, ExactForms, ExactSize, 
CompSpace, CompSize, VectorSize)
Parameters
Omega - A differential form
Cohomology - List of differential forms
CohoSize - Number of forms in Cohomology list
ExactForms - List of differential forms
ExactSize - Number of forms in ExactForms list
CompSpace - List of differential forms
CompSize - Number of forms in CompSpace
VectorSize - Dimension of the vector space associated to the Lie algebra with coefficients in a 
representation.
Description
SHSSDecomp is an internal function used to calculate the next page
It does a decomposition of a form in parts that are exact, part of the cohomology, and part of the 
comp space
It does this for forms that are in a Lie algebra with coefficients in a representation.
It returns a three part list. The first part of the list is the part in the cohomology list, the second part
is the part that is exactlist, and the third part is the part that is in the compspace.
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4.5.5 PQ
















S1 - differential forms
SAD - Subalgebra dimension
Description
PQ calculates the number of elements of the subalgebra and elements of complementary space in 




LD d e1, e2  = e3, e1, e3  = e4, e1, e4  = e5, e1, e5  = e6, e1, e6  = 0, e2, e3  = e6, e2,
e4  = 0, e2, e5  = 0, e2, e6  = 0, e3, e4  = 0, e3, e5  = 0, e3, e6  = 0, e4, e5  = 0, e4,




alg1 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
e1 0 e3 e4 e5 e6 0
e2 Ke3 0 e6 0 0 0
e3 Ke4 Ke6 0 0 0 0
e4 Ke5 0 0 0 0 0
e5 Ke6 0 0 0 0 0
e6 0 0 0 0 0 0
B:=[e4,e5,e6,e1,e2,e3]
























alg2 x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 y3
x1 0 0 0 Kx2 0 0
x2 0 0 0 Kx3 0 0
x3 0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 x2 x3 0 0 y3 x1
y2 0 0 0 Ky3 0 x3






















5.1 Calculating the Cohomology Directly
In this first demonstration I will be testing the direct methods of calculating Cohomology. I will be












Setting up the Lie Algebra
LD:=SimpleLieAlgebraData("so(2,2)",so22);
LD d e1, e2  = e2, e1, e3  = Ke3, e1, e4  = 0, e1, e5  = e5, e1, e6  = Ke6, e2, e3
 = e1Ke4, e2, e4  = e2, e2, e5  = 0, e2, e6  = 0, e3, e4  = Ke3, e3, e5  = 0, e3,
e6  = 0, e4, e5  = e5, e4, e6  = Ke6, e5, e6  = Ke1Ke4
DGsetup(LD);
Lie algebra: so22
OneForms := DGinformation( so22, "FrameBaseForms" );
OneForms d q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6
Forms:= seq( GenerateForms( OneForms, i ), i = 1 .. 
6);
Forms d q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6 , q1oq2, q1oq3, q1oq4, q1oq5, q1oq6, q2oq3,
q2oq4, q2oq5, q2oq6, q3oq4, q3oq5, q3oq6, q4oq5, q4oq6, q5oq6 , q1
oq2oq3, q1oq2oq4, q1oq2oq5, q1oq2oq6, q1oq3oq4, q1oq3oq5,
q1oq3oq6, q1oq4oq5, q1oq4oq6, q1oq5oq6, q2oq3oq4, q2oq3
oq5, q2oq3oq6, q2oq4oq5, q2oq4oq6, q2oq5oq6, q3oq4oq5, q3
oq4oq6, q3oq5oq6, q4oq5oq6 , q1oq2oq3oq4, q1oq2oq3oq5, q1
oq2oq3oq6, q1oq2oq4oq5, q1oq2oq4oq6, q1oq2oq5oq6, q1oq3
oq4oq5, q1oq3oq4oq6, q1oq3oq5oq6, q1oq4oq5oq6, q2oq3oq4
oq5, q2oq3oq4oq6, q2oq3oq5oq6, q2oq4oq5oq6, q3oq4oq5oq6
, q1oq2oq3oq4oq5, q1oq2oq3oq4oq6, q1oq2oq3oq5oq6, q1oq2
oq4oq5oq6, q1oq3oq4oq5oq6, q2oq3oq4oq5oq6 , q1oq2oq3
oq4oq5oq6
RC := RelativeChains([]);
RC d , q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6 , q1oq2, q1oq3, q1oq4, q1oq5, q1oq6, q2
oq3, q2oq4, q2oq5, q2oq6, q3oq4, q3oq5, q3oq6, q4oq5, q4oq6, q5
oq6 , q1oq2oq3, q1oq2oq4, q1oq2oq5, q1oq2oq6, q1oq3oq4, q1
oq3oq5, q1oq3oq6, q1oq4oq5, q1oq4oq6, q1oq5oq6, q2oq3oq4,
q2oq3oq5, q2oq3oq6, q2oq4oq5, q2oq4oq6, q2oq5oq6, q3oq4
oq5, q3oq4oq6, q3oq5oq6, q4oq5oq6 , q1oq2oq3oq4, q1oq2oq3
oq5, q1oq2oq3oq6, q1oq2oq4oq5, q1oq2oq4oq6, q1oq2oq5oq6,
q1oq3oq4oq5, q1oq3oq4oq6, q1oq3oq5oq6, q1oq4oq5oq6, q2
oq3oq4oq5, q2oq3oq4oq6, q2oq3oq5oq6, q2oq4oq5oq6, q3oq4















oq6, q1oq2oq4oq5oq6, q1oq3oq4oq5oq6, q2oq3oq4oq5oq6 ,
q1oq2oq3oq4oq5oq6 ,
Calculating the cohomology using the current maple software
H := Cohomology(RC[3..5]);
H d q1oq5oq6Cq4oq5oq6, Kq1oq2oq3Cq2oq3oq4
Calculating the cohomology using the program I wrote
The software splits the answer into three parts. The cohomology, the exact 
forms, and the complementary space. 
JH := JacCohomology(Forms[2]);
JH d q1oq5oq6Cq4oq5oq6, q1oq5oq6Cq2oq3oq4 , q1oq2oq3
Cq1oq5oq6Cq2oq3oq4Kq4oq5oq6, q1oq2oq4Cq2oq5oq6, q1
oq2oq5, q1oq3oq4Kq3oq5oq6, q1oq3oq6, q1oq4oq5Kq2oq3
oq5, q1oq4oq6Cq2oq3oq6, q2oq4oq6, q3oq4oq5 , q1oq2oq6, q1
oq3oq5, q2oq3oq5, q2oq3oq6, q2oq4oq5, q2oq5oq6, q3oq4oq6,
q3oq5oq6, q4oq5oq6









Now that we know that they have the same dimension, we will test if they are 
equivalent. To do this I will show that the forms are either the same or differ by 
an exact form. 































TCA is a program I wrote to check the answer. TCA stands for Testing 
Cohomology Answer. It runs the CohomologyDecomposition program on the 









x d q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6, q7, q8, q9, q10
C:=RelativeChains(so32):
Time it took maple to solve the problem
st:=time():Cohomology(C[3..5]):time()-st;
8.813




5.2 Calculating the Cohomology using the spectral sequence
Now I will be demonstrating the Serre Hochschild programs. I will start with a Lie Algebra with














Lie Algebra With Coefficients
restart:

























































alg1 e1 e2 e3 e4
e1 0 e3 e3 e4
e2 Ke3 0 e4 0
e3 Ke3 Ke4 0 0
e4 Ke4 0 0 0
B:=evalDG([e3,e4,e1,e2]);
B d e3, e4, e1, e2






alg2 s1 s2 c1 c2
s1 0 0 Ks1 Ks2
s2 0 0 Ks2 0
c1 s1 s2 0 s1


















Creating the Lie algebra with coefficients
The subspace is {g1,g2}
The complementary space is {f1,f2}
The dual to the subspace is gamma1,gamm2
The dual to the complementary space is iota1, iota2
The coefficients are x1, x2, x3
DGEnvironment[LieAlgebraWithCoefficients](rho,alg3, 
vectorlabels = [ g1, g2, f1, f2], formlabels = 
[gamma1, gamma2, iota1, iota2]);













alg3 x1 x2 x3
g1 x1 0 x1 x3
g2 Kx3 Kx1 0 x1
f1 0 x1 Kx1 0 x1
f2 0 x1 x3 0 x1
Multiplication Table
MultiplicationTable();
alg3 g1 g2 f1 f2
g1 0 0 Kg1 Kg2
g2 0 0 Kg2 0
f1 g1 g2 0 g1
f2 g2 0 Kg1 0
The Annihilator to the complementary space should be the dual to the subspace
Alpha := Annihilator([f1,f2]);
A d g1, g2
The Annihilator to the subspace should be the dual to the complementary space
Comp := Annihilator([g1,g2]);
Comp d i1, i2




Calculating the first 4 pages. Page 0 through page 3.
P := SHSSLAWC2(Alpha,Comp,NumberOfPages=3, 
VectorSpace = [x1,x2,x3]);
Setting up Sequence
working on square 0 0
working on square 0 1
working on square 0 2
working on square 1 0
working on square 1 1






working on square 2 0
working on square 2 1
Calculating Page 0
                     Calculating E[0]^(0 0)
                     Calculating E[0]^(0 1)
                     Calculating E[0]^(0 2)
                     Calculating E[0]^(1 0)
                     Calculating E[0]^(1 1)
                     Calculating E[0]^(1 2)
                     Calculating E[0]^(2 0)
                     Calculating E[0]^(2 1)
                     Calculating E[0]^(2 2)
Calculating Page 1
                     Calculating E[1]^(0 0)
                     Calculating E[1]^(0 1)
                     Calculating E[1]^(0 2)
                     Calculating E[1]^(1 0)
                     Calculating E[1]^(1 1)
                     Calculating E[1]^(1 2)
                     Calculating E[1]^(2 0)
                     Calculating E[1]^(2 1)
                     Calculating E[1]^(2 2)
Calculating Page 2
                     Calculating E[2]^(0 0)
                     Calculating E[2]^(0 1)
                     Calculating E[2]^(0 2)
                     Calculating E[2]^(1 0)
                     Calculating E[2]^(1 1)
                     Calculating E[2]^(1 2)
                     Calculating E[2]^(2 0)
                     Calculating E[2]^(2 1)
                     Calculating E[2]^(2 2)
Calculating Page 3
                     Calculating E[3]^(0 0)
                     Calculating E[3]^(0 1)
                     Calculating E[3]^(0 2)
                     Calculating E[3]^(1 0)
                     Calculating E[3]^(1 1)
                     Calculating E[3]^(1 2)
                     Calculating E[3]^(2 0)
                     Calculating E[3]^(2 1)
                     Calculating E[3]^(2 2)
P d Book
Reading the answer from the last page of the sequence.
Answer := ReadCohomology(P[3]);
Answer d table 0 = , 1 = , 2 = , 3 = , 4 = , PageInfo
= table NumberOfSquares = 9, PageNumber = 3, SizeOfSubAlgebra = 2,
SizeOfComplementarySpace = 2







RC d x151, x251, x351 , x15g1, x15g2, x15i1, x15i2, x25g1, x25g2, x2
5i1, x25i2, x35g1, x35g2, x35i1, x35i2 , x15g1og2, x15g1oi1, x15g1
oi2, x15g2oi1, x15g2oi2, x15i1oi2, x25g1og2, x25g1oi1, x25g1oi2,
x25g2oi1, x25g2oi2, x25i1oi2, x35g1og2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2, x3
5g2oi1, x35g2oi2, x35i1oi2 , x15g1og2oi1, x15g1og2oi2, x15g1
oi1oi2, x15g2oi1oi2, x25g1og2oi1, x25g1og2oi2, x25g1oi1oi2, x2
5g2oi1oi2, x35g1og2oi1, x35g1og2oi2, x35g1oi1oi2, x35g2oi1
oi2 , x15g1og2oi1oi2, x25g1og2oi1oi2, x35g1og2oi1oi2 ,
They produced the same answer.
Cohomology(RC);
, , ,
Now we will look at the nuts and bolts of a Serre Hochschild spectral sequence 
book. 
op(P);
table K1 = table 1, 0 = table PageCohomology = table Chains = x15i1, x15i2,
x25i1, x25i2, x35i1, x35i2 , Forms = x15i1, x15i2, x25i1, x25i2, x35i1,
x35i2 , ChainDerivative = x15g1oi1Kx35g2oi1, x15g1oi2Kx35g2oi2,
Kx15g2oi1Kx35i1oi2, Kx15g2oi2Kx15i1oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1
oi2 , Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 2, 1
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = x15g1oi1oi2, x15g2oi1oi2, x2
5g1oi1oi2, x25g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1oi2, x35g2oi1oi2 , Forms = x1
5g1oi1oi2, x15g2oi1oi2, x25g1oi1oi2, x25g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1
oi2, x35g2oi1oi2 , ChainDerivative = x35g1og2oi1oi2, x15g1og2oi1
oi2, x15g1og2oi1oi2, 0 x15g1og2oi1oi2, 0 x15g1og2oi1oi2, x35g1
og2oi1oi2 , Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 0, 2
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = x15g1og2, x25g1og2, x35g1
og2 , Forms = x15g1og2, x25g1og2, x35g1og2 , ChainDerivative = K2 x1
5g1og2oi1Kx15g2oi1oi2, Kx15g1og2oi1K2 x25g1og2oi1Kx2
5g2oi1oi2Cx35g1og2oi2, K2 x35g1og2oi1Kx35g2oi1oi2 ,
Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 0, 1
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = x15g1, x15g2, x25g1, x25g2, x3
5g1, x35g2 , Forms = x15g1, x15g2, x25g1, x25g2, x35g1, x35g2 ,
ChainDerivative = x15g1oi1Kx15i1oi2Cx35g1og2, x15g1og2Cx15g1
oi2Cx15g2oi1, x15g1og2Cx15g1oi1Cx25g1oi1Kx25i1oi2Kx3
5g1oi2, x15g2oi1Cx25g1oi2Cx25g2oi1Kx35g2oi2, x35g1oi1
Kx35i1oi2, x35g1og2Cx35g1oi2Cx35g2oi1 , Exact = table Chains
= , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Complement = table Chains = , Forms
= , ChainDerivative = , 1, 1 = table PageCohomology = table Chains
= x15g1oi1, x15g1oi2, x15g2oi1, x15g2oi2, x25g1oi1, x25g1oi2, x2
5g2oi1, x25g2oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2, x35g2oi1, x35g2oi2 , Forms
= x15g1oi1, x15g1oi2, x15g2oi1, x15g2oi2, x25g1oi1, x25g1oi2, x2
5g2oi1, x25g2oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2, x35g2oi1, x35g2oi2 ,
ChainDerivative = x35g1og2oi1, x15g1oi1oi2Cx35g1og2oi2, x15g1
og2oi1Kx15g1oi1oi2, x15g1og2oi2Cx15g2oi1oi2, x15g1og2oi1
Cx35g1oi1oi2, x15g1og2oi2Cx15g1oi1oi2Cx25g1oi1oi2, Kx2
5g1oi1oi2Cx35g2oi1oi2, x15g2oi1oi2Cx25g2oi1oi2, 0 x15g1
og2oi1, x35g1oi1oi2, x35g1og2oi1Kx35g1oi1oi2, x35g1og2oi2
Cx35g2oi1oi2 , Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative
= , Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 1,
2 = table PageCohomology = table Chains = x15g1og2oi1, x15g1og2oi2,
x25g1og2oi1, x25g1og2oi2, x35g1og2oi1, x35g1og2oi2 , Forms = x1
5g1og2oi1, x15g1og2oi2, x25g1og2oi1, x25g1og2oi2, x35g1og2
oi1, x35g1og2oi2 , ChainDerivative = 0 x15g1og2oi1oi2, K2 x15g1
og2oi1oi2, Kx35g1og2oi1oi2, Kx15g1og2oi1oi2K2 x25g1og2
oi1oi2, 0 x15g1og2oi1oi2, K2 x35g1og2oi1oi2 , Exact
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , PageInfo = table Min =
K1, NumberOfSquares = 9, PageNumber =K1, Max = 5, X = 1, Vectors = 3,
SizeOfSubAlgebra = 2, SizeOfComplementarySpace = 2 , 0, 0
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = x151, x251, x351 , Forms = x1
51, x251, x351 , ChainDerivative = x15g1Kx35g2, Kx15g2Kx15i1Cx3
5i2, x35g1 , Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 2, 2
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = x15g1og2oi1oi2, x25g1og2
oi1oi2, x35g1og2oi1oi2, x35g1og2oi1oi2 , Forms = x15g1og2oi1
oi2, x25g1og2oi1oi2, x35g1og2oi1oi2 , ChainDerivative = 0, 0, 0 ,
Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 2, 0
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = x15i1oi2, x25i1oi2, x35i1
oi2 , Forms = x15i1oi2, x25i1oi2, x35i1oi2 , ChainDerivative = x15g1
oi1oi2Kx35g2oi1oi2, Kx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1oi2 , Exact
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 0 = table 1, 0
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Complement
= table Chains = x15i1, x15i2, x25i1, x25i2, x35i1, x35i2 , Forms = x1
5i1, x15i2, x25i1, x25i2, x35i1, x35i2 , ChainDerivative = x15g1oi1Kx3
5g2oi1, x15g1oi2Kx35g2oi2, Kx15g2oi1Kx35i1oi2, Kx15g2oi2
Kx15i1oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2 , 2, 1 = table PageCohomology
= table Chains = x25g2oi1oi2, Kx15g2oi1oi2Cx25g1oi1oi2 , Forms
= x25g2oi1oi2, Kx15g2oi1oi2Cx25g1oi1oi2 , ChainDerivative
= 0 x15g1og2oi1oi2, 0 x15g1og2oi1oi2 , Exact = table Chains = x1
5i1oi2, x25i1oi2, x35i1oi2 , Forms = x15g1oi1oi2Kx35g2oi1oi2,
Kx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1oi2 , ChainDerivative = x15g1oi1oi2Kx3
5g2oi1oi2, Kx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1oi2, x15g1og2oi2Cx15g2
oi1oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2 , Complement = table Chains = x15g1oi1
oi2, x15g2oi1oi2 , Forms = x15g1oi1oi2, x15g2oi1oi2 ,
ChainDerivative = x35g1og2oi1oi2, x15g1og2oi1oi2 , 0, 2
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = x25g1og2 , Forms = x25g1og2 ,
ChainDerivative = Kx15g1og2oi1K2 x25g1og2oi1Kx25g2oi1oi2
Cx35g1og2oi2 , Exact = table Chains = x15g1, x15g2 , Forms = x35g1
og2, x15g1og2 , ChainDerivative = x15g1oi1Kx15i1oi2Cx35g1og2, x1
5g1og2Cx15g1oi2Cx15g2oi1, x35g1 , Complement = table Chains
= , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 0, 1 = table PageCohomology
= table Chains = x25g2, Kx15g2Cx25g1 , Forms = x25g2, Kx15g2Cx2
5g1 , ChainDerivative = x15g2oi1Cx25g1oi2Cx25g2oi1Kx35g2oi2,
x15g1oi1Kx15g1oi2Kx15g2oi1Cx25g1oi1Kx25i1oi2Kx35g1
oi2 , Exact = table Chains = x151, x251, x351 , Forms = x15g1Kx3
5g2, Kx15g2, x35g1 , ChainDerivative = x15g1Kx35g2, Kx15g2Kx15i1
Cx35i2, x35g1 , Complement = table Chains = x15g1, x15g2 , Forms = x1
5g1, x15g2 , ChainDerivative = x15g1oi1Kx15i1oi2Cx35g1og2, x15g1
og2Cx15g1oi2Cx15g2oi1 , 1, 1 = table PageCohomology
= table Chains = x25g2oi2, x25g2oi1, Kx15g2oi2Cx25g1oi2, Kx1
5g2oi1Cx25g1oi1K_t1247 x25i1oi2Kx35i1oi2 , Forms = x25g2
oi2, x25g2oi1, Kx15g2oi2Cx25g1oi2, Kx15g2oi1Cx25g1oi1 ,
ChainDerivative = x15g2oi1oi2Cx25g2oi1oi2, Kx25g1oi1oi2Cx3
5g2oi1oi2, x15g1oi1oi2Kx15g2oi1oi2Cx25g1oi1oi2, x15g1oi1
oi2C_t1247 x15g2oi1oi2 , Exact = table Chains = x15i1, x15i2, x2
5i1, x25i2, x35i1, x35i2 , Forms = x15g1oi1Kx35g2oi1, x15g1oi2
Kx35g2oi2, Kx15g2oi1, Kx15g2oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2 ,
ChainDerivative = x15g1oi1Kx35g2oi1, x15g1oi2Kx35g2oi2, Kx15g2
oi1Kx35i1oi2, Kx15g2oi2Kx15i1oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2 ,
Complement = table Chains = x15g1oi1, x15g1oi2, x15g2oi1, x15g2oi2 ,
Forms = x15g1oi1, x15g1oi2, x15g2oi1, x15g2oi2 , ChainDerivative = x3
5g1og2oi1, x15g1oi1oi2Cx35g1og2oi2, x15g1og2oi1Kx15g1oi1
oi2, x15g1og2oi2Cx15g2oi1oi2 , 1, 2 = table PageCohomology
= table Chains = x15g1oi1oi2Cx25g1og2oi1, x25g1og2oi2 , Forms
= x25g1og2oi1, x25g1og2oi2 , ChainDerivative = 0 x15g1og2oi1oi2,
Kx15g1og2oi1oi2K2 x25g1og2oi1oi2 , Exact = table Chains = x1
5g1oi1, x15g1oi2, x15g2oi1, x15g2oi2 , Forms = x35g1og2oi1, x3
5g1og2oi2, x15g1og2oi1, x15g1og2oi2 , ChainDerivative = x35g1og2
oi1, x15g1oi1oi2Cx35g1og2oi2, x15g1og2oi1Kx15g1oi1oi2, x1
5g1og2oi2Cx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2 , Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , PageInfo = table Min =
K1, NumberOfSquares = 9, PageNumber = 0, Max = 5, X = 1, Vectors = 3,
SizeOfSubAlgebra = 2, SizeOfComplementarySpace = 2 , 0, 0
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Complement
= table Chains = x151, x251, x351 , Forms = x151, x251, x351 ,
ChainDerivative = x15g1Kx35g2, Kx15g2Kx15i1Cx35i2, x35g1 ,
2, 2 = table PageCohomology = table Chains = x25g1og2oi1oi2 , Forms
= x25g1og2oi1oi2 , ChainDerivative = 0 , Exact = table Chains = x15g1
oi1oi2, x15g2oi1oi2 , Forms = x35g1og2oi1oi2, x15g1og2oi1
oi2 , ChainDerivative = x35g1og2oi1oi2, x15g1og2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1
oi2, x15g1og2oi2Cx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2 , Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 2, 0
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Complement
= table Chains = x15i1oi2, x25i1oi2, x35i1oi2 , Forms = x15i1oi2, x2
5i1oi2, x35i1oi2 , ChainDerivative = x15g1oi1oi2Kx35g2oi1oi2,
Kx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1oi2 , 1 = table 1, 0
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 2, 1
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = x15i1oi2, x25i1oi2, x35i1oi2, x25g2oi2, x25g2
oi1 , Forms = x15g1oi1oi2Kx35g2oi1oi2, Kx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1
oi1oi2, x25g2oi1oi2, x15g2oi1oi2Kx25g1oi1oi2 , ChainDerivative
= x15g1oi1oi2Kx35g2oi1oi2, Kx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1oi2, x1
5g1og2oi2Cx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2, x15g2oi1oi2Cx2
5g2oi1oi2, Kx25g1oi1oi2Cx35g2oi1oi2 , Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 0, 2
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = x15g1, x15g2 , Forms = x35g1og2, x15g1og2 ,
ChainDerivative = x15g1oi1Kx15i1oi2Cx35g1og2, x15g1og2Cx15g1
oi2Cx15g2oi1, x35g1 , Complement = table Chains = x25g1og2 , Forms
= x25g1og2 , ChainDerivative = Kx15g1og2oi1K2 x25g1og2oi1Kx2
5g2oi1oi2Cx35g1og2oi2 , 0, 1 = table PageCohomology
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Exact = table Chains
= x151, x251, x351 , Forms = x15g1Kx35g2, Kx15g2, x35g1 ,
ChainDerivative = x15g1Kx35g2, Kx15g2Kx15i1Cx35i2, x35g1 ,
Complement = table Chains = x25g2, Kx15g2Cx25g1 , Forms = x25g2,
Kx15g2Cx25g1 , ChainDerivative = x15g2oi1Cx25g1oi2Cx25g2oi1
Kx35g2oi2, x15g1oi1Kx15g1oi2Kx15g2oi1Cx25g1oi1Kx25i1
oi2Kx35g1oi2 , 1, 1 = table PageCohomology = table Chains = ,
Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Exact = table Chains = x15i1, x15i2, x2
5i1, x25i2, x35i1, x35i2, x25g2, Kx15g2Cx25g1 , Forms = x15g1oi1
Kx35g2oi1, x15g1oi2Kx35g2oi2, Kx15g2oi1, Kx15g2oi2, x35g1
oi1, x35g1oi2, Kx15g2oi2Cx25g1oi2Cx25g2oi1, Kx15g2oi1Cx2
5g1oi1 , ChainDerivative = x15g1oi1Kx35g2oi1, x15g1oi2Kx35g2
oi2, Kx15g2oi1Kx35i1oi2, Kx15g2oi2Kx15i1oi2, x35g1oi1, x3
5g1oi2, x15g2oi1Cx25g1oi2Cx25g2oi1Kx35g2oi2, x15g1oi1
Kx15g1oi2Kx15g2oi1Cx25g1oi1Kx25i1oi2Kx35g1oi2 ,
Complement = table Chains = x25g2oi2, x25g2oi1 , Forms = x25g2oi2, x2
5g2oi1 , ChainDerivative = x15g2oi1oi2Cx25g2oi1oi2, Kx25g1oi1
oi2Cx35g2oi1oi2 , 1, 2 = table PageCohomology = table Chains
= , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Exact = table Chains = x15g1oi1, x1
5g1oi2, x15g2oi1, x15g2oi2, x25g1og2 , Forms = x35g1og2oi1, x3
5g1og2oi2, x15g1og2oi1, x15g1og2oi2, K2 x25g1og2oi1 ,
ChainDerivative = x35g1og2oi1, x15g1oi1oi2Cx35g1og2oi2, x15g1
og2oi1Kx15g1oi1oi2, x15g1og2oi2Cx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1, x3
5g1oi2, Kx15g1og2oi1K2 x25g1og2oi1Kx25g2oi1oi2Cx35g1
og2oi2, x15g1oi1Kx15g1oi2Kx15g2oi1Cx25g1oi1Kx25i1oi2
Kx35g1oi2 , Complement = table Chains = x25g1og2oi2 , Forms = x2
5g1og2oi2 , ChainDerivative = Kx15g1og2oi1oi2K2 x25g1og2oi1
oi2 , PageInfo = table Min =K1, NumberOfSquares = 9, PageNumber = 1, Max
= 5, X = 1, Vectors = 3, SizeOfSubAlgebra = 2, SizeOfComplementarySpace = 2 , 0, 0
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 2, 2
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = x15g1oi1oi2, x15g2oi1oi2, x25g1og2oi2 ,
Forms = x35g1og2oi1oi2, x15g1og2oi1oi2, K2 x25g1og2oi1oi2 ,
ChainDerivative = x35g1og2oi1oi2, x15g1og2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1oi2, x1
5g1og2oi2Cx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2, Kx15g1og2oi1
oi2K2 x25g1og2oi1oi2, Kx25g1oi1oi2Cx35g2oi1oi2 ,
Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 2, 0
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 2 = table 1, 0
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 2, 1
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = x15i1oi2, x25i1oi2, x35i1oi2, x25g2oi2, x25g2
oi1 , Forms = x15g1oi1oi2Kx35g2oi1oi2, Kx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1
oi1oi2, x25g2oi1oi2, x15g2oi1oi2Kx25g1oi1oi2 , ChainDerivative
= x15g1oi1oi2Kx35g2oi1oi2, Kx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1oi2, x1
5g1og2oi2Cx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2, x15g2oi1oi2Cx2
5g2oi1oi2, Kx25g1oi1oi2Cx35g2oi1oi2 , Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 0, 2
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = x15g1, x15g2 , Forms = x35g1og2, x15g1og2 ,
ChainDerivative = x15g1oi1Kx15i1oi2Cx35g1og2, x15g1og2Cx15g1
oi2Cx15g2oi1, x35g1 , Complement = table Chains = , Forms = ,
ChainDerivative = , 0, 1 = table PageCohomology = table Chains = ,
Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Exact = table Chains = x151, x251, x351 ,
Forms = x15g1Kx35g2, Kx15g2, x35g1 , ChainDerivative = x15g1Kx3
5g2, Kx15g2Kx15i1Cx35i2, x35g1 , Complement = table Chains = ,
Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 1, 1 = table PageCohomology
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Exact = table Chains
= x15i1, x15i2, x25i1, x25i2, x35i1, x35i2, x25g2, Kx15g2Cx25g1 ,
Forms = x15g1oi1Kx35g2oi1, x15g1oi2Kx35g2oi2, Kx15g2oi1,
Kx15g2oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2, Kx15g2oi2Cx25g1oi2Cx25g2
oi1, Kx15g2oi1Cx25g1oi1 , ChainDerivative = x15g1oi1Kx35g2oi1,
x15g1oi2Kx35g2oi2, Kx15g2oi1Kx35i1oi2, Kx15g2oi2Kx15i1
oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2, x15g2oi1Cx25g1oi2Cx25g2oi1Kx35g2
oi2, x15g1oi1Kx15g1oi2Kx15g2oi1Cx25g1oi1Kx25i1oi2Kx3
5g1oi2 , Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative =
, 1, 2 = table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = ,
ChainDerivative = , Exact = table Chains = x15g1oi1, x15g1oi2, x15g2
oi1, x15g2oi2, x25g1og2 , Forms = x35g1og2oi1, x35g1og2oi2, x1
5g1og2oi1, x15g1og2oi2, K2 x25g1og2oi1 , ChainDerivative = x35g1
og2oi1, x15g1oi1oi2Cx35g1og2oi2, x15g1og2oi1Kx15g1oi1
oi2, x15g1og2oi2Cx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2, Kx15g1og2
oi1K2 x25g1og2oi1Kx25g2oi1oi2Cx35g1og2oi2, x15g1oi1Kx1
5g1oi2Kx15g2oi1Cx25g1oi1Kx25i1oi2Kx35g1oi2 ,
Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , PageInfo
= table Min =K1, NumberOfSquares = 9, PageNumber = 2, Max = 5, X = 1, Vectors
= 3, SizeOfSubAlgebra = 2, SizeOfComplementarySpace = 2 , 0, 0
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 2, 2
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = x15g1oi1oi2, x15g2oi1oi2, x25g1og2oi2 ,
Forms = x35g1og2oi1oi2, x15g1og2oi1oi2, K2 x25g1og2oi1oi2 ,
ChainDerivative = x35g1og2oi1oi2, x15g1og2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1oi2, x1
5g1og2oi2Cx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2, Kx15g1og2oi1
oi2K2 x25g1og2oi1oi2, Kx25g1oi1oi2Cx35g2oi1oi2 ,
Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 2, 0
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 3 = table 1, 0
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 2, 1
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = x15i1oi2, x25i1oi2, x35i1oi2, x25g2oi2, x25g2
oi1 , Forms = x15g1oi1oi2Kx35g2oi1oi2, Kx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1
oi1oi2, x25g2oi1oi2, x15g2oi1oi2Kx25g1oi1oi2 , ChainDerivative
= x15g1oi1oi2Kx35g2oi1oi2, Kx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1oi2, x1
5g1og2oi2Cx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2, x15g2oi1oi2Cx2
5g2oi1oi2, Kx25g1oi1oi2Cx35g2oi1oi2 , Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 0, 2
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = x15g1, x15g2 , Forms = x35g1og2, x15g1og2 ,
ChainDerivative = x15g1oi1Kx15i1oi2Cx35g1og2, x15g1og2Cx15g1
oi2Cx15g2oi1, x35g1 , Complement = table Chains = , Forms = ,
ChainDerivative = , 0, 1 = table PageCohomology = table Chains = ,
Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Exact = table Chains = x151, x251, x351 ,
Forms = x15g1Kx35g2, Kx15g2, x35g1 , ChainDerivative = x15g1Kx3
5g2, Kx15g2Kx15i1Cx35i2, x35g1 , Complement = table Chains = ,
Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 1, 1 = table PageCohomology
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Exact = table Chains
= x15i1, x15i2, x25i1, x25i2, x35i1, x35i2, x25g2, Kx15g2Cx25g1 ,
Forms = x15g1oi1Kx35g2oi1, x15g1oi2Kx35g2oi2, Kx15g2oi1,
Kx15g2oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2, Kx15g2oi2Cx25g1oi2Cx25g2
oi1, Kx15g2oi1Cx25g1oi1 , ChainDerivative = x15g1oi1Kx35g2oi1,
x15g1oi2Kx35g2oi2, Kx15g2oi1Kx35i1oi2, Kx15g2oi2Kx15i1
oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2, x15g2oi1Cx25g1oi2Cx25g2oi1Kx35g2
oi2, x15g1oi1Kx15g1oi2Kx15g2oi1Cx25g1oi1Kx25i1oi2Kx3
5g1oi2 , Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative =
, 1, 2 = table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = ,
ChainDerivative = , Exact = table Chains = x15g1oi1, x15g1oi2, x15g2
oi1, x15g2oi2, x25g1og2 , Forms = x35g1og2oi1, x35g1og2oi2, x1
5g1og2oi1, x15g1og2oi2, K2 x25g1og2oi1 , ChainDerivative = x35g1
og2oi1, x15g1oi1oi2Cx35g1og2oi2, x15g1og2oi1Kx15g1oi1
oi2, x15g1og2oi2Cx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2, Kx15g1og2
oi1K2 x25g1og2oi1Kx25g2oi1oi2Cx35g1og2oi2, x15g1oi1Kx1
5g1oi2Kx15g2oi1Cx25g1oi1Kx25i1oi2Kx35g1oi2 ,
Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , PageInfo
= table Min =K1, NumberOfSquares = 9, PageNumber = 3, Max = 5, X = 1, Vectors
= 3, SizeOfSubAlgebra = 2, SizeOfComplementarySpace = 2 , 0, 0
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 2, 2
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = x15g1oi1oi2, x15g2oi1oi2, x25g1og2oi2 ,
Forms = x35g1og2oi1oi2, x15g1og2oi1oi2, K2 x25g1og2oi1oi2 ,
ChainDerivative = x35g1og2oi1oi2, x15g1og2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1oi2, x1
5g1og2oi2Cx15g2oi1oi2, x35g1oi1, x35g1oi2, Kx15g1og2oi1
oi2K2 x25g1og2oi1oi2, Kx25g1oi1oi2Cx35g2oi1oi2 ,
Complement = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , 2, 0
= table PageCohomology = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = ,
Exact = table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , Complement
= table Chains = , Forms = , ChainDerivative = , PageNumber = 3
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5.3 Calculating Multiplie Pages at once
In this section we will be testing the program against a Lie algebra. I will be calculating multiple
pages at once. I will also show that you can take the book you’ve calculated and add more pages

























Browse, DGplot, DGshow, MetricSearch, References, Retrieve, Search
This will allow us to see the page and square the program is working on. Plus 
it will give us how many forms are in each square as well. 
infolevel[SHSSLAWC] := 4;
infolevelSHSSLAWC d 4
Setting up the Lie algebra
LD:=Retrieve("Winternitz",1,[6,19],alg1);
LD d e1, e2  = e3, e1, e3  = e4, e1, e4  = e5, e1, e5  = e6, e1, e6  = 0, e2, e3
 = e6, e2, e4  = 0, e2, e5  = 0, e2, e6  = 0, e3, e4  = 0, e3, e5  = 0, e3, e6  = 0, 




alg1 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
e1 0 e3 e4 e5 e6 0
e2 Ke3 0 e6 0 0 0
e3 Ke4 Ke6 0 0 0 0
e4 Ke5 0 0 0 0 0
e5 Ke6 0 0 0 0 0






Renaming the algebra into our alpha beta convention
B:=[e4,e5,e6,e1,e2,e3]
















alg2 x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 y3
x1 0 0 0 Kx2 0 0
x2 0 0 0 Kx3 0 0
x3 0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 x2 x3 0 0 y3 x1
y2 0 0 0 Ky3 0 x3
y3 0 0 0 Kx1 Kx3 0





d a1 = Kb1ob3 d b1 = 0 a1oa2
d a2 = a1ob1 d b2 = 0 a1oa2
d a3 = a2ob1Kb2ob3 d b3 = Kb1ob2
Alpha:=evalDG([alpha1,alpha2,alpha3]);
A d a1, a2, a3
Define the Complimentary Space
Beta1:=ComplementaryBasis(Alpha);
B1 d b1, b2, b3
Calculating Multiple Pages at once
Pages := SHSSLAWC2(Alpha,Beta1, NumberOfPages = 3);
Setting up Sequence
Calculating Page 0
                     Calculating E[0]^(0 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[0]^(0 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 3
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[0]^(0 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 3
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[0]^(0 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[0]^(1 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 3
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[0]^(1 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 9
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 9
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[0]^(1 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 9
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 9
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[0]^(1 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 3
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[0]^(2 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 3
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[0]^(2 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 9
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 9
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[0]^(2 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 9
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 9
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[0]^(2 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 3
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[0]^(3 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[0]^(3 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 3
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[0]^(3 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 3
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[0]^(3 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
Calculating Page 1
                     Calculating E[1]^(0 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[1]^(0 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 2
                     Calculating E[1]^(0 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 2
                     Calculating E[1]^(0 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[1]^(1 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 1
                     Calculating E[1]^(1 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 9
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 3
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 2
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 4
                     Calculating E[1]^(1 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 9
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 3
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 2
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 4
                     Calculating E[1]^(1 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 1
                     Calculating E[1]^(2 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 1
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[1]^(2 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 9
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 3
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 4
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 2
                     Calculating E[1]^(2 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 9
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 3
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 4
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 2
                     Calculating E[1]^(2 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 1
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[1]^(3 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[1]^(3 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 2
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[1]^(3 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 2
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[1]^(3 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
Calculating Page 2
                     Calculating E[2]^(0 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[2]^(0 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 1
                     Calculating E[2]^(0 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 1
                     Calculating E[2]^(0 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 1
                     Calculating E[2]^(1 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[2]^(1 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 1
                     Calculating E[2]^(1 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 1
                     Calculating E[2]^(1 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 1
                     Calculating E[2]^(2 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 1
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[2]^(2 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 1
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[2]^(2 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 3
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 1
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[2]^(2 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[2]^(3 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 1
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[2]^(3 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 1
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[2]^(3 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 1
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[2]^(3 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
Calculating Page 3
                     Calculating E[3]^(0 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[3]^(0 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[3]^(0 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[3]^(0 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[3]^(1 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[3]^(1 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[3]^(1 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[3]^(1 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[3]^(2 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[3]^(2 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[3]^(2 2)
alg2 > 
(4.2.1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[3]^(2 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[3]^(3 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[3]^(3 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[3]^(3 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[3]^(3 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
Pages d Book
Taking the answer and calculating more pages
Page2 := SHSSLAWC2(Pages, NumberOfPages=2);
Calculating Page 4
                     Calculating E[4]^(0 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[4]^(0 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[4]^(0 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[4]^(0 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[4]^(1 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[4]^(1 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[4]^(1 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[4]^(1 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[4]^(2 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[4]^(2 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[4]^(2 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[4]^(2 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[4]^(3 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[4]^(3 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[4]^(3 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[4]^(3 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
Calculating Page 5
                     Calculating E[5]^(0 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[5]^(0 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[5]^(0 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[5]^(0 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[5]^(1 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[5]^(1 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[5]^(1 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[5]^(1 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[5]^(2 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[5]^(2 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[5]^(2 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[5]^(2 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 2
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 2
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[5]^(3 0)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[5]^(3 1)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[5]^(3 2)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 0
                                            Number of Forms 
on the Page: 0
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0
                                            Number of 
NonClosed Forms: 0
                     Calculating E[5]^(3 3)
                                            Number of Forms 
on Previous Page: 1
















on the Page: 1
                                            Number of Exact 
Forms: 0








C d b2, b1 , a2ob1Cb2ob3, Ka1ob3Ca2ob2, a1ob2Ca3ob1 , a1
oa2ob1Ka3ob1ob3, a1ob2ob3Ca3ob1ob3, Ka1oa2ob2Ca2
oa3ob1, Ka1oa2ob2Ca3ob2ob3 , a1oa2ob2ob3Ka2oa3
ob1ob3, a1oa3ob1ob3Ka2oa3ob1ob2, Ka1oa2oa3ob1Ca1




Answer d table 0 = , 1 = b1, b2 , 2 = a1ob2Ca3ob1, a1ob3Ka2ob2, b2
ob3 , 3 = a1oa2ob2Ka3ob2ob3, a2oa3ob1Ka3ob2ob3, a3ob1
ob3, a1ob2ob3 , 4 = a1oa2oa3ob1Ka1oa3ob2ob3, a1oa2
ob2ob3, a1oa3ob1ob3 , 5 = a1oa2oa3ob2ob3, a1oa2oa3
ob1ob3 , 6 = a1oa2oa3ob1ob2ob3 , PageInfo
= table NumberOfSquares = 16, PageNumber = 4, SizeOfSubAlgebra = 3,
SizeOfComplementarySpace = 3





The Dimensions are the same
map(nops,C);
2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1
map(nops,ReadCohomology(Pages[2]));
table 0 = 0, 1 = 2, 2 = 3, 3 = 4, 4 = 3, 5 = 2, 6 = 1, PageInfo = 2
167
5.4 Relative Chains

























Browse, DGplot, DGshow, MetricSearch, References, Retrieve, Search
infolevel[SHSSLAWC] := 0;
infolevelSHSSLAWC d 0
Setting up the Lie algebra
LD:=Retrieve("Winternitz",1,[6,19],alg1);
LD d e1, e2  = e3, e1, e3  = e4, e1, e4  = e5, e1, e5  = e6, e1, e6  = 0, e2, e3
 = e6, e2, e4  = 0, e2, e5  = 0, e2, e6  = 0, e3, e4  = 0, e3, e5  = 0, e3, e6  = 0, 




alg1 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
e1 0 e3 e4 e5 e6 0
e2 Ke3 0 e6 0 0 0
e3 Ke4 Ke6 0 0 0 0
e4 Ke5 0 0 0 0 0
e5 Ke6 0 0 0 0 0






Renaming the algebra into our alpha beta convention
B:=[e4,e5,e6,e1,e2,e3]







5.5 Testing Form Range
This section will test the form range function of the Serre Hochschild spectral sequence. In Form
range will calculate the sequence with respect to a range of forms. It is useful if you aren’t interested

















Browse, DGplot, DGshow, MetricSearch, References, Retrieve, Search
LD:=Retrieve("Winternitz",1,[6,19],alg1);
LD d e1, e2  = e3, e1, e3  = e4, e1, e4  = e5, e1, e5  = e6, e1, e6  = 0, e2, e3
 = e6, e2, e4  = 0, e2, e5  = 0, e2, e6  = 0, e3, e4  = 0, e3, e5  = 0, e3, e6




alg1 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
e1 0 e3 e4 e5 e6 0
e2 Ke3 0 e6 0 0 0
e3 Ke4 Ke6 0 0 0 0
e4 Ke5 0 0 0 0 0
e5 Ke6 0 0 0 0 0
e6 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rearranging and relabeling the elements of the Lie algebra.
The subalgebra is x1, x2, x3
The complementary space is y1, y2 ,y3
The dual to the subalgebra is alpha1, alpha2, alpha3



















alg2 x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 y3
x1 0 0 0 Kx2 0 0
x2 0 0 0 Kx3 0 0
x3 0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 x2 x3 0 0 y3 x1
y2 0 0 0 Ky3 0 x3




d a1 = Kb1ob3 d b1 = 0 a1oa2
d a2 = a1ob1 d b2 = 0 a1oa2
d a3 = a2ob1Kb2ob3 d b3 = Kb1ob2
The dual to the subalgebra
Alpha:=evalDG([alpha1,alpha2,alpha3]);
A d a1, a2, a3
The dual to the complementary space 
Beta1:=ComplementaryBasis(Alpha);
B1 d b1, b2, b3
Calculating the spectral sequence from 1-forms to 3-forms. This will give us 




The answer we got
RC := ReadCohomology(Test2[3]);
RC d table 1 = b1, b2 , 2 = a1ob2Ca3ob1, a1ob3Ka2ob2, b2ob3 , 3
= a1oa2oa3, a1oa2ob2, a1oa2ob3, a1oa3ob2, a1oa3ob3, a2
oa3ob1, a2oa3ob2, a2oa3ob3, a1ob2ob3, a2ob2ob3, a3ob1
ob3, a3ob2ob3 , PageInfo = table SizeOfComplementarySpace = 3,














Our answer for 1-forms is the same
Coho2[1];
b2, b1
Our answer for the 2-forms is close but not obviously the same. We will not 






































LD d e1, e2  = e3, e1, e3  = e4, e1, e4  = e5, e1, e5  = e6, e1, e6  = 0, e2, e3
 = e6, e2, e4  = 0, e2, e5  = 0, e2, e6  = 0, e3, e4  = 0, e3, e5  = 0, e3, e6  = 0, 




alg1 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
e1 0 e3 e4 e5 e6 0
e2 Ke3 0 e6 0 0 0
e3 Ke4 Ke6 0 0 0 0
e4 Ke5 0 0 0 0 0
e5 Ke6 0 0 0 0 0






Renaming the algebra into our alpha beta convention
B:=[e4,e5,e6,e1,e2,e3]























alg2 x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 y3
x1 0 0 0 Kx2 0 0
x2 0 0 0 Kx3 0 0
x3 0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 x2 x3 0 0 y3 x1
y2 0 0 0 Ky3 0 x3
y3 0 0 0 Kx1 Kx3 0





d a1 = Kb1ob3 d b1 = 0 a1oa2
d a2 = a1ob1 d b2 = 0 a1oa2
d a3 = a2ob1Kb2ob3 d b3 = Kb1ob2
Alpha:=evalDG([alpha1,alpha2,alpha3]);
A d a1, a2, a3
Define the Complimentary Space
Beta1:=ComplementaryBasis(Alpha);
B1 d b1, b2, b3








Calculating chains and projections externally
testforms := eval(Example3[2][1,2][PageCohomology]
[Forms]);
testforms d a1oa2ob2, a2oa3ob1
Chains := 'Chains';
Chains d Chains
















(6.1.18)Chain d a1oa2ob2Ka3ob2ob3, a2oa3ob1Ka3ob2ob3
Gamma := evalDG(2 * testforms[1] - testforms[2]);
G d 2 a1oa2ob2Ka2oa3ob1
GammaZ := ZigZag(Gamma, Example3[2]);
GammaZ d 2 a1oa2ob2Ka2oa3ob1Ka3ob2ob3
a :=SSProjection(GammaZ, 1,2,3);











These programs have allowed me to calculate the cohomology of various Lie algebras. I have been
able to improve the speed of the current software which calculates the cohomology directly.
By creating the Serre–Hochschild spectral sequence software, I have created a structure in which
more speed improvements can be made. These speed improvements can lead to future research on
Lie algebras previously considered to large to work with.
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FormToList := proc(X, dimV)
local n, location, i, j, r;
n := nops(X);
if n = 1 then
return X[1]
end if;
location := 0 ;
r := 0;
location:= location + binomial( dimV, n)-binomial(dimV- X[1] + 1, n);
for i from 2 to n - 1 do
location := location + binomial(dimV - X[i - 1], n - i + 1) - binomial(dimV - X[i] + 1, n - i + 1);
end do;






Vectors := map(TensorToList2, X);
end:
TensorToList2:=proc(X)
local FR, FDim, TensorDegree, VectorPlaceHolder, i, j, Inside, TensorList;
FR := DGinformation(X, ”ObjectFrame”);
FDim := DGinformation(FR, ”FrameBaseDimension”);
# This if statement is to rectify the problem with the brackets
in the internal makeup of the tensor object.
# A tensor made up of multiple base elements has one more bracket
than a tensor made up of only one base element.







for j by 1 to nops(op(X)[2]) do
if TensorDegree = 1 then
VectorPlaceHolder[TensorList[j][1]] := TensorList[j][2];
else






TensorToList0 := proc(X , TensorSize)
local dim , i , position;
dim := nops(X);
position := 0;
for i by 1 to dim do
position := position + TensorSizeˆ(dim - i) * (X[i] - 1);
end do;






Vectors := map(TLACV2, X);
end:
TLACV2 := proc(X)
local FR, FDim, FormDegree, Size, TensorSize, position, i, j, m, NumberOfForms,
location, FormPart, PositionList, BaseVector, SizeOfVectorSpace, FormList, RSN;
FR := DGinformation(X, ”ObjectFrame”);
RSN := DGFrameData[FR] :- RepresentationSpaceName;
SizeOfVectorSpace := DGinformation(RSN, ”FrameBaseDimension”);
FDim := DGinformation(FR, ”FrameBaseDimension”);
FormDegree := DGinformation(X, ”FormDegree”);
# op(X)[2] is a list of numbers representing the forms and their coefficients that make up X.
#An example of this is :[[[1, 2], 1], [[3, 4], 12]]
# This example X consists of two forms added together.




TensorSize := Size - FormDegree;
BaseVector := Vector(SizeOfVectorSpaceˆ(TensorSize) * binomial(FDim, FormDegree));
#The conversion for 0 forms
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if FormDegree = 0 then
for i by 1 to NumberOfForms do
position := 0;
for j by 1 to TensorSize do
position := position + SizeOfVectorSpacê(TensorSize - j) * (FormList[i][1][j] - 1);
end do;
BaseVector[position + 1] := FormList[i][2];
end do;
end if;
# Conversion for 1 forms
if FormDegree = 1 then
for i by 1 to NumberOfForms do
position := 0;
for j by 1 to TensorSize do
position := position + SizeOfVectorSpacê(TensorSize - j) * (FormList[i][1][j] - 1);
end do;
location := 0;
location := location + FormList[i][1][TensorSize + 1];
position := binomial(FDim, FormDegree) * (position );




# Conversion of k-forms where k>1
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if FormDegree > 1 then
for i by 1 to NumberOfForms do
position := 0;
PositionList := FormList[i][1];
FormPart := PositionList[TensorSize + 1 .. Size]
for j by 1 to TensorSize do
position := position + SizeOfVectorSpacê(TensorSize - j) * (PositionList[j] - 1 );
end do;
location := 0;
position := binomial(FDim, FormDegree) * (position );









#Input X is a list of vectors. B is basis of 1-forms.
#Output is a list forms corresponding to the complementary basis.
JacComp := proc(X)
local n , matrixC , i , j , m ,matrixsize , MatrixG , CompSet , genset ,
EndSet,MatrixF,FR,FDim,FormDegree ;
FR := DGinformation(X[1], ”ObjectFrame”);
FDim := DGinformation(FR, ”FrameBaseDimension”);
FormDegree := DGinformation(X[1], ”FormDegree”);
n := nops(X) ;





for m by 1 to matrixsize do
if MatrixG[i,m] = 0
then CompSet := [op(CompSet) , m]










JacComp2 := proc(X , B)
local n , matrixC , i , j , m ,matrixsize , MatrixG , CompSet , genset , EndSet,
MatrixF,FR,FDim,FormDegree,XVector,CompareSet, NewBasis, FTL, NewBasisMatrix;
FR := DGinformation(X[1], ”ObjectFrame”);
FDim := DGinformation(FR, ”FrameBaseDimension”);
FormDegree := DGinformation(X[1], ”FormDegree”);






for i by 1 to n do
NewBasis:= [op(NewBasis), LinearAlgebra:-LinearSolve(MatrixF,FTL[i])];
end do;
NewBasisMatrix := Matrix(1 .. nops(B));
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for m by 1 to matrixsize do
if MatrixG[i,m] = 0
then CompSet := [op(CompSet) , m]









JacCompInternal := proc(X , B)
local n , matrixC , i , j , m ,matrixsize , MatrixG , CompSet , genset , EndSet,
MatrixF,FR,FDim,FormDegree,XVector,CompareSet, NewBasis, FTL, NewBasisMatrix;
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FR := DGinformation(X[1], ”ObjectFrame”);
FDim := DGinformation(FR, ”FrameBaseDimension”);
FormDegree := DGinformation(X[1], ”FormDegree”);






for i by 1 to n do
NewBasis:= [op(NewBasis), LinearAlgebra:-LinearSolve(MatrixF,FTL[i])];
end do;
NewBasisMatrix := Matrix(1 .. nops(B));





for m by 1 to matrixsize do
if MatrixG[i,m] = 0
then CompSet := [op(CompSet) , m]














local Fset, FR, FDim, FDegree, i, j, N, NullSet, k, ClosedSet,
n, DList, DMatrix, NullSetSize, ExtDer,Value;
FR := DGinformation(X[1], ”ObjectFrame”);
FDim := DGinformation(FR, ”FrameBaseDimension”);









for i by 1 to NullSetSize do












local FR, FDim, FormDegree, i, j, N, ColumnSet, k, ExactSet, n, DList, DMatrix,
ColumnSetSize, ExtDer,Value,VectorSize;
FR := DGinformation(X[1], ”ObjectFrame”);
FDim := DGinformation(FR, ”FrameBaseDimension”);





DMatrix := convert(convert(DList, list), Matrix);
ColumnSet := LinearAlgebra[ColumnSpace](DMatrix);
if nops(ColumnSet) > 0
then








# Omega1 is a list of k-forms and Omega2 is a list of k+1 forms.
JacCohomology2 := proc(Omega1,Omega2)
local B, H, C, W;
#B is a basis for the exact forms in k + 1 form coming from Omega1.
B := Exact(Omega1);
#C is the complement of B in Omega2.
C := JacComp2(B, Omega2);
#H is the Cohomology in Omega2
H := Closed(C);
#W


















A.3 Serre Hofschild Spectral Sequence Programs
A.3.1 SHSSLAWC2
SHSSLAWC2 := proc(SubAlgebra, ComplementarySpace, Page,
NumberOfPages := 1 , VectorSpace := [], FormRange := [], RelativeChain := [] )
local i, RepNumber, ComplementarySpace1, Book;





if params[’Page’] = NULL then
if params[’SubAlgebra’] = NULL then
return ”error enter a SubAlgebra or a Page”;
else
if op(SubAlgebra[1])[1][1]= ”form” then
if params[’ComplementarySpace’] = NULL then
ComplementarySpace1 := ComplementaryBasis(SubAlgebra);
userinfo(2, SHSSLAWC, NoName, ”Setting up Sequence”);
Book := table([ -1 = SpectralSequenceTableLAWC2(SubAlgebra, ComplementarySpace1,
RepNumber, VectorSpaceInternal = VectorSpace, FormRangeInternal = FormRange,
RelativeChainInternal = RelativeChain )]);
for i from 0 by 1 to NumberOfPages do







userinfo(2, SHSSLAWC, NoName, ”Setting up Sequence”);
Book := table([ -1 =SpectralSequenceTableLAWC2(SubAlgebra, ComplementarySpace,
RepNumber, VectorSpaceInternal = VectorSpace, FormRangeInternal = FormRange,
RelativeChainInternal = RelativeChain)]);
for i from 0 by 1 to NumberOfPages do








for i from SubAlgebra[PageNumber] + 1 to SubAlgebra[PageNumber] + NumberOfPages do
userinfo( 2, SHSSLAWC,NoName, ”Calculating Page”, i );
Book[i] := NextPageTableLAWC(Book[i-1]);
end do;






for i from Page[PageNumber] + 1 to Page[PageNumber] + NumberOfPages do
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userinfo( 2, SHSSLAWC,NoName, ”Calculating Page”, i );
Book[i] := NextPageTableLAWC(Book[i-1]);
end do;






# Serre Hofschild Spectral Sequence
#PageInfo := [[Page Number, # of Boxes, SubalgebraSize,
ComplementarySpaceSize] , [ [ [p,q], [Still in Play] , [Exact], [Complementary]] ] ]
SpectralSequenceTableLAWC2 := proc(Alpha, Beta,Rep,
VectorSpaceInternal := [], FormRangeInternal := [], RelativeChainInternal := [] )
local i, j, k, m, SizeOfAlpha, SizeOfBeta, SizeOfSquare, SquareIndex, SquareForms,
Diff, MinDegree, MaxDegree, NumberOfSquaresVariable, Page, FormList, ChainList,
ExteriorDerivativeList, LastForm, RC, KFormAmounts, pq;
SizeOfAlpha := nops(Alpha);
SizeOfBeta := nops(Beta);
NumberOfSquaresVariable := (SizeOfAlpha + 1 ) * (SizeOfBeta + 1 );
#Page := table([PageInfo = []]);
if FormRangeInternal = [] then
MinDegree := -1;
MaxDegree := SizeOfAlpha + SizeOfBeta + 1;
else
MinDegree := FormRangeInternal[1] - 1 ;
MaxDegree := FormRangeInternal[2] + 1 ;
end if;
for i from 0 to SizeOfBeta do
for j from 0 to SizeOfAlpha do
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if i+ j > MinDegree and i + j < MaxDegree then
Page[i,j] := table([PageCohomology = [], Exact = [], Complement = [] ] );
Page[i,j][PageCohomology] := table([Forms = [], Chains = [], ChainDerivative = [] ] );
Page[i,j][Exact] := table([Forms = [], Chains = [], ChainDerivative = [] ] );




Page[PageInfo] := table([PageNumber = -1, NumberOfSquares =(SizeOfAlpha + 1 ) * (SizeOfBeta + 1),
SizeOfSubAlgebra = SizeOfAlpha, SizeOfComplementarySpace = SizeOfBeta,
Vectors = nops(VectorSpaceInternal), X = Rep , Min = MinDegree, Max = MaxDegree]);
RC := RelativeChains(RelativeChainInternal);
KFormAmounts := map(nops, RC);
for i by 1 to nops(RC) do
if i > MinDegree -1 and i < MaxDegree + 1 then
if i ¡ SizeOfAlpha + SizeOfBeta + 1 then
for jby 1 to KFormAmounts[i] do

























# q referes to the subalgebra(alpha) p refers to the Complementary space(beta) of the subalgebra
# Next Page takes a page and finds the next page in the sequence.
NextPageTableLAWC := proc(LastPage1)
local i,j,k,m, NewP, NewQ, DList, ProjectionList, Omega, FormDecomp, FormDecompList,
FormDecompList2, SHSSChain, SHSSDer, DerivativeList, Place, ConvertList, DMatrix, NullSet,
NullSetSize, ClosedSet, Value, PageSet, ExactSet, CohomologyList, CohoPlaceholderList, CohoChainList,
CohoPlaceHoder, ExterDer,ChainAdd, CompList, CompPlaceholderList, CompPaceholderChainDerList,
ReceivingExactDerList, ExactForm, Chain, CompPlaceHolder, ReceivingExactChainDerList,
ReceivingExactChainList, ReceivingExactList, CompPlaceholderChainList, CohoPlaceHolder,




# Creating the skeleton of the new page
Page := table([PageInfo =[]]);
ExactTable := table([]);
ComplementTable := table([]);
# Initializing the new page object.
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Vectors = LastPage[PageInfo][Vectors], X = LastPage[PageInfo][X] ,
Max = LastPage[PageInfo][Max], Min = LastPage[PageInfo][Min]]);
for i from 0 to LastPage[PageInfo][SizeOfComplementarySpace] do
for j from 0 to LastPage[PageInfo][SizeOfSubAlgebra] do
if i + j > LastPage[PageInfo][Min] and i + j < LastPage[PageInfo][Max] then
Page[i,j] := table([PageCohomology = [], Exact = [], Complement = [] ] );
Page[i,j][PageCohomology] := table([Forms = [], Chains = [], ChainDerivative = [] ] );
Page[i,j][Exact] := table([Forms = LastPage[i,j][Exact][Forms],
Chains = LastPage[i,j][Exact][Chains],
ChainDerivative = LastPage[i,j][Exact][ChainDerivative] ] );







for i from 0 to LastPage[PageInfo][SizeOfComplementarySpace] do
for j from 0 to LastPage[PageInfo][SizeOfSubAlgebra] do
if i + j > LastPage[PageInfo][Min] and i + j ¡ LastPage[PageInfo][Max] then
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NewP := i + Page[PageInfo][PageNumber];
NewQ := j + 1 - Page[PageInfo][PageNumber];
PageNum := (Page[PageInfo][PageNumber]);
Output := E[PageNum]ˆ(i,j);
userinfo( 3, SHSSLAWC,NoName, ” Calculating”, Output );
userinfo( 4, SHSSLAWC,NoName,” Number of Forms on Previous Page:”,
nops(LastPage[i,j][PageCohomology][Forms]) );
DList :=Array(1 .. nops(LastPage[i,j][PageCohomology][Forms]));
# Testing if the projection is on the page
if NewP > -1 and NewP ¡ LastPage[PageInfo][SizeOfComplementarySpace] + 1
and NewQ > -1 and NewQ < LastPage[PageInfo][SizeOfSubAlgebra] + 1 and
NewP + NewQ < LastPage[PageInfo][Max] then
##########################
# Now this branch deals with the differential projection on the page
# Calculates the projection
ProjectionList := SSProjectionInternalLAWC(
LastPage[i,j][PageCohomology][ChainDerivative],
NewP, NewQ, Page[PageInfo][SizeOfSubAlgebra], LastPage[PageInfo][X]);
# Now calculating the differential
for k by 1 to nops(LastPage[i,j][PageCohomology][Forms]) do
if ProjectionList[k] = [] then




if ProjectionList[k][1][2] = 0 then
DList[k] := Vector(1 .. nops(LastPage[NewP,
NewQ][PageCohomology][Forms]));
else
















FormDecompList2 := convert(FormDecomp[2], list);
if ZeroVector(FormDecompList, nops(LastPage[NewP,
NewQ][PageCohomology][Forms])) = true then
SHSSChain := LastPage[i, j][PageCohomology][Chains][k];
SHSSDer := LastPage[i, j][PageCohomology][ChainDerivative][k];
for m by 1 to nops(LastPage[NewP, NewQ][Exact][Forms]) do
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SHSSChain := evalDG( SHSSChain - FormDecompList2[m]
* LastPage[NewP, NewQ][Exact][Chains][m]);









end do; # k loop
# First I want to save what each dr of each basis form was.
# That way I don’t have to recalculate the dr of the complementary space.
DerivativeList := Array(1 .. nops(LastPage[i,j][PageCohomology][Forms]));
for k by 1 to nops(LastPage[i,j][PageCohomology][Forms]) do
Place := 0;
for m by 1 to nops(LastPage[NewP, NewQ][PageCohomology][Forms]) do
LastPage[NewP, NewQ][PageCohomology][Forms][m];






# Now that I have the d(omega) I can calculate the closed forms by
# calculating the null space
ConvertList := convert(DList,list);





for k by 1 to NullSetSize do
for m by 1 to nops(LastPage[i,j][PageCohomology][Forms]) do














# end the on page or not if statement
##########################
# Now that I have the list of closed forms I can calculate the cohomology.
# Which is the complementary basis of the exact forms in the space of closed.
PageSet := LastPage[i,j][PageCohomology][Forms];
ExactSet := Page[i,j][Exact][Forms];





CohoPlaceholderList := Array(1 .. nops (CohomologyList));
CohoChainList := Array(1 .. nops(CohomologyList));
CohoChainDerList := Array(1 .. nops(CohomologyList));
for k by 1 to nops(CohomologyList) do
CohoPlaceHolder := SHSSDecompLAWC(CohomologyList[k],
PageSet, nops(PageSet), [],0,[],0, LastPage[PageInfo][Vectors]);
ExterDer := 0;
ChainAdd := 0;
for m by 1 to nops(PageSet) do
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ChainAdd := evalDG(ChainAdd +
LastPage[i,j][PageCohomology][Chains][m] * CohoPlaceHolder[1][m] );







Page[i,j][PageCohomology][Forms] := convert(CohoPlaceholderList, list);
Page[i,j][PageCohomology][Chains] := convert(CohoChainList,list);
Page[i,j][PageCohomology][ChainDerivative] := convert(CohoChainDerList, list);
# The complementary basis which I will use to calculate the exact forms
in the box it goes into.
if NewP > -1 and NewP ¡ LastPage[PageInfo][SizeOfComplementarySpace] + 1
and NewQ > -1 and NewQ < LastPage[PageInfo][SizeOfSubAlgebra] + 1
and NewQ + NewP < LastPage[PageInfo][Max] then
CompList:= ComplementaryBasis(ClosedSet, PageSet);
CompPlaceholderList := Array(1 .. nops (CompList));
CompPlaceholderChainList := Array(1 .. nops(CompList));
CompPlaceholderChainDerList := Array(1 .. nops(CompList));
ReceivingExactList :=Array(1 .. nops(CompList));
ReceivingExactChainList := Array(1 .. nops(CompList));
ReceivingExactChainDerList := Array( 1.. nops (CompList));
for k by 1 to nops(CompList) do
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for m by 1 to nops(PageSet) do
Chain := evalDG(Chain+LastPage[i,j][PageCohomology][Chains][m] *
CompPlaceHolder[1][m]);
ExterDer := evalDG(ExterDer + LastPage[i,
j][PageCohomology][ChainDerivative][m] * CompPlaceHolder[1][m]);
ExactForm := evalDG(ExactForm + CompPlaceHolder[1][m] *
DerivativeList[m]);
end do;









# end k loop
Page[i,j][Complement][Forms] := convert(CompPlaceholderList,list);





if nops(CompList) > 0 then
Page[NewP, NewQ][Exact][Forms] := [op(LastPage[NewP,
NewQ][Exact][Forms]), op(convert(ReceivingExactList, list))];
Page[NewP, NewQ][Exact][Chains] :=[op(LastPage[NewP,
NewQ][Exact][Chains]), op( convert(ReceivingExactChainList, list))];
Page[NewP, NewQ][Exact][ChainDerivative] := [op(LastPage[NewP,
NewQ][Exact][ChainDerivative]),op(convert(ReceivingExactDerList, list))];




userinfo( 4, SHSSLAWC,NoName, ” Number of Forms on the Page:”,
nops(Page[i,j][PageCohomology][Forms]) );
userinfo( 4, SHSSLAWC,NoName, ” Number of Exact Forms:”,
ExactTable[i,j] );












T := table([PageInfo =[]]);
T[PageInfo] := table([PageNumber = Page[PageInfo][PageNumber],
NumberOfSquares = Page[PageInfo][NumberOfSquares],
SizeOfSubAlgebra = Page[PageInfo][SizeOfSubAlgebra],
SizeOfComplementarySpace = Page[PageInfo][SizeOfComplementarySpace] ]);
for i from 0 by 1 to Page[PageInfo][SizeOfComplementarySpace] do
for j from 0 by 1 to Page[PageInfo][SizeOfSubAlgebra] do











T := table([PageInfo =[]]);
T[PageInfo] := table([PageNumber = Page[PageInfo][PageNumber],
NumberOfSquares = Page[PageInfo][NumberOfSquares],
SizeOfSubAlgebra = Page[PageInfo][SizeOfSubAlgebra],
SizeOfComplementarySpace = Page[PageInfo][SizeOfComplementarySpace] ]);
for i from 0 by 1 to Page[PageInfo][SizeOfComplementarySpace] do
for j from 0 by 1 to Page[PageInfo][SizeOfSubAlgebra] do











T := table([PageInfo =[]]);
T[PageInfo] := table([PageNumber = Page[PageInfo][PageNumber],
NumberOfSquares = Page[PageInfo][NumberOfSquares],
SizeOfSubAlgebra = Page[PageInfo][SizeOfSubAlgebra],
SizeOfComplementarySpace = Page[PageInfo][SizeOfComplementarySpace] ]);
for i from 0 by 1 to Page[PageInfo][SizeOfComplementarySpace] do
for j from 0 by 1 to Page[PageInfo][SizeOfSubAlgebra] do











T := table([PageInfo =[]]);
T[PageInfo] := table([PageNumber = Page[PageInfo][PageNumber],
NumberOfSquares = Page[PageInfo][NumberOfSquares],
SizeOfSubAlgebra = Page[PageInfo][SizeOfSubAlgebra],
SizeOfComplementarySpace = Page[PageInfo][SizeOfComplementarySpace] ]);
CohoArray := [ seq([], i = 0 .. (Page[PageInfo][SizeOfComplementarySpace] +
Page[PageInfo][SizeOfSubAlgebra]))];
for i from 0 by 1 to Page[PageInfo][SizeOfComplementarySpace] do
for j from 0 by 1 to Page[PageInfo][SizeOfSubAlgebra] do
CohoArray[i+j + 1 ] :=[op(CohoArray[i+j + 1]),op( Page[i,j][PageCohomology][Chains]) ];
end do;
end do;
for i from 0 by 1 to (Page[PageInfo][SizeOfComplementarySpace] + Page[PageInfo][SizeOfSubAlgebra]) do
if i > Page[PageInfo][Min] and i < Page[PageInfo][Max] then







ZigZag := proc(Sigma, Page)
local i, pq, FormDecomp, Chain, PageSet, ChainSet;
pq := PQ(Sigma, Page[PageInfo][SizeOfSubAlgebra]);
PageSet := Page[pq[1],pq[2]][PageCohomology][Forms];
ChainSet := Page[pq[1], pq[2]][PageCohomology][Chains];
FormDecomp := SHSSDecomp(Sigma, PageSet, nops(PageSet), [],0,[],0);
Chain := 0;
for i by 1 to nops(PageSet) do






SSProjection := proc(Sigma, P,Q , SizeOfSubAlgebra)
local i, q, m, pq, NewQ, NewP, EdZigzag;
NewQ := Q;
NewP := P;
m := SSProjectionInternal([Sigma],NewP,NewQ, SizeOfSubAlgebra);









#Testing Cohomology Answers TCA
#JAnswer is the answer given from JacCohomology
#CAnswer is the answer given from Cohomology
TCA := proc(JAnswer, CAnswer)
local Alpha , Beta, answer,sizeOfJAnswer,i;
sizeOfJAnswer:=nops(JAnswer);
for i by 1 to sizeOfJAnswer do
Alpha, Beta := CohomologyDecomposition(JAnswer[i], CAnswer);
answer := evalDG(JAnswer[i] - (Alpha + ExteriorDerivative(Beta)));











local i, pq, Zig, proj, NewQ, NewP, Proj, FormDecomp, FormValue;
pq := PQ(Sigma, Page[PageInfo][SizeOfSubAlgebra]);
NewQ := pq[2] + 1 - Page[PageInfo][PageNumber] - 1 ;
NewP := pq[1] + Page[PageInfo][PageNumber] + 1;
Zig := ZigZag(Sigma, Page);
if NewP > -1 and NewP < Page[PageInfo][SizeOfComplementarySpace] + 1 and
NewQ> -1 and NewQ < Page[PageInfo][SizeOfSubAlgebra] + 1 then
Proj := SSProjection(Sigma, Zig, Page);
if Proj = [] then
return [];
else
FormDecomp := SHSSDecomp(Proj, Page[NewP, NewQ][PageCohomology][Forms],
nops(Page[NewP, NewQ][PageCohomology][Forms]),
Page[NewP, NewQ][Exact][Forms], nops(Page[NewP, NewQ][Exact][Forms]),
Page[NewP, NewQ][Complement][Forms], nops(Page[NewP, NewQ][Complement][Forms])) ;
FormValue := 0;
for i by 1 to nops(Page[NewP, NewQ][PageCohomology][Forms]) do















r − > Ep+r,q−r+1r
SSProjectionInternal:=proc(ExteriorDerivativeList,NewP,NewQ,SizeOfAlpha)
local ListSize, i, j,ModuloList,counter,EndList;
ListSize := nops(ExteriorDerivativeList);
if NewQ < NewQ + NewP then
if NewQ < 1 then
for i by 1 to ListSize do
ModuloList := [];
for j by 1 to nops(op(ExteriorDerivativeList[i])[2]) do
if op(ExteriorDerivativeList[i])[2][j][1][1] ¿ SizeOfAlpha then






for i by 1 to ListSize do
ModuloList := [];
for j by 1 to nops(op(ExteriorDerivativeList[i])[2]) do
if op(ExteriorDerivativeList[i])[2][j][1][NewQ] < SizeOfAlpha + 1
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then










for i by 1 to ListSize do
ModuloList := [];
for j by 1 to nops(op(ExteriorDerivativeList[i])[2]) do













r − > Ep+r,q−r+1r
#X is the Representation. 1 for Rep, 0 for just a Lie algebra
SSProjectionInternalLAWC:=proc(ExteriorDerivativeList,NewP,NewQ,SizeOfAlpha, X)
local ListSize, i, j,ModuloList,counter,EndList;
ListSize := nops(ExteriorDerivativeList);
EndList := Array[1.. ListSize];
if NewQ < NewQ + NewP then
if NewQ < 1 then
for i by 1 to ListSize do
ModuloList := [];
for j by 1 to nops(op(ExteriorDerivativeList[i])[2]) do
if op(ExteriorDerivativeList[i])[2][j][1][1 + X] > SizeOfAlpha then






for i by 1 to ListSize do
ModuloList := [];
for j by 1 to nops(op(ExteriorDerivativeList[i])[2]) do
if op(ExteriorDerivativeList[i])[2][j][1][NewQ + X] < SizeOfAlpha + 1 then










for i by 1 to ListSize do
ModuloList := [];
for j by 1 to nops(op(ExteriorDerivativeList[i])[2]) do











#Serre Hoffschild Spectral Sequence Decomposition
SHSSDecomp := proc(Omega, Cohomology, CohoSize, ExactForms, ExactSize, CompSpace, CompSize)
local FTL , List, A , FTL2, List2, B, ans1, ans2, i, Soln, ans3,
EList, CompList, CohoList, MatrixList, VectorList;
CohoList := [seq( Cohomology[i],i=1 .. CohoSize)];
EList := [seq( ExactForms[i], i = 1 .. ExactSize)];
CompList := [ seq (CompSpace[i], i = 1 .. CompSize)];
A := FormToMatrix([op(CohoList),op(EList), op(CompList)]);
#List := convert(FTL, list);
#A := convert(List, Matrix);
FTL2 := FormToList([Omega]);
List2 := convert( FTL2, list);
B := convert( List2, Matrix);
Soln := LinearAlgebra:-LinearSolve(A, B);
if CohoSize = 0 then
ans1 := [];
else
ans1 := Soln[1.. CohoSize];
end if;




ans2 := Soln[ (CohoSize + 1 ) .. CohoSize + ExactSize];
end if;
if CompSize = 0 then
ans3 := [];
else






#Serre Hoffschild Spectral Sequence Decomposition
SHSSDecompLAWC := proc(Omega, Cohomology, CohoSize, ExactForms,
ExactSize, CompSpace, CompSize, VectorSize)
local FTL , List, A , FTL2, List2, B, ans1, ans2, i, Soln, ans3, EList,
CompList, CohoList, MatrixList, VectorList;
CohoList := [seq( Cohomology[i],i=1 .. CohoSize)];
EList := [seq( ExactForms[i], i = 1 .. ExactSize)];
CompList := [ seq (CompSpace[i], i = 1 .. CompSize)];
if CohoSize = 0 then
if op(EList[1])[1][1] = ”form” then
A := FormToMatrix([op(CohoList),op(EList), op(CompList)]);
FTL2 := FormToList([Omega]);
List2 := convert( FTL2, list);
B := convert( List2, Vector);
else
MatrixList := [op(CohoList),op(EList), op(CompList)];
VectorList := [];
for i by 1 to nops(MatrixList) do
VectorList := [op(VectorList), TLACV(MatrixList[i], VectorSize)];
end do;
A := convert (VectorList, Matrix);




if op(CohoList[1])[1][1] = ”form” then
A := FormToMatrix([op(CohoList),op(EList), op(CompList)]);
#List := convert(FTL, list);
#A := convert(List, Matrix);
FTL2 := FormToList([Omega]);
List2 := convert( FTL2, list);
B := convert( List2, Vector);
else
MatrixList := [op(CohoList),op(EList), op(CompList)];
VectorList := [];
for i by 1 to nops(MatrixList) do
VectorList := [op(VectorList), TLACV(MatrixList[i], VectorSize)];
end do;
A := convert (VectorList, Matrix);
B := TLACV(Omega, VectorSize);
end if;
end if;
Soln := LinearAlgebra:-LinearSolve(A, B);
if CohoSize = 0 then
ans1 := [];
else
ans1 := Soln[1.. CohoSize];
end if;
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if ExactSize =0 then
ans2 := [];
else
ans2 := Soln[ (CohoSize + 1 ) .. CohoSize + ExactSize];
end if;
if CompSize = 0 then
ans3 := [];
else







#PQ Function Calculates the P and Q by figuring out how many betas and alphas are in a monomial
PQ := proc(Sigma,SubAlgebraDimension)
local Size, FormElementList, FormDegree,x,AlphaList,p,q;
if op(Sigma)[1][1] = ”form” then
FormElementList := op(Sigma)[2][1][1];
FormDegree := nops(FormElementList);






FormDegree := nops(FormElementList) - 1;
FormElementList := subsop( 1 = NULL, FormElementList);
AlphaList := select(x-¿ is(x ¡SubAlgebraDimension + 1),FormElementList);
q:=nops(AlphaList);
p:= FormDegree-q;
return [p,q];
end if;
end:
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APPENDIX
